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Abstract
We equip the odd nilHecke algebra and its associated thick calculus category with digram-
matically local differentials. The resulting differential graded Grothendieck groups are isomor-
phic to two different forms of the positive part of quantum sl2 at a fourth root of unity.
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21 Introduction
1.1 Topological motivation
Suitably normalized, the Alexander and Jones polynomials of a link L coincide at a fourth root
of unity:
VL(q)|q=√−1 = ∆K(t)|t=√−1. (1.1)
Both these invariants are values of special cases of the Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev 3D TQFT
[Wit89, RT90]. The input to the WRT construction is a modular tensor category; in the cases of
the Alexander and Jones polynomials, these categories are quotients of the representation cate-
gories for the quantized enveloping algebras ut(gl1|1) and uq(sl2), respectively, with the quantum
parameters specialized to roots of unity.
The equality (1.1) admits a representation theoretic explanation. If q4 = 1, then the upper
nilpotent parts of these two quantized enveloping algebras are isomorphic as algebras. So it is
not surprising that the Alexander polynomial can be constructed as a quantum link invariant for
both ut(gl1|1) [RS93] and u√−1(sl2) [Mur93, Mur92]. A good survey of these two perspectives on
the (multivariable) Alexander polynomial is [Vir06].
The Alexander and Jones polynomials both admit categorifications. The latter is categorified
by even and oddKhovanov homologyHKh,HOKh [Kho00, ORS13] and the former is by knot Floer
homology HFK [OS04]. Both these invariants admit combinatorial descriptions but have very
different origins. (Even) Khovanov homology was first defined using a TQFT motivated by the
representation theory of Uq(sl2) and the original definition of knot Floer homology counts certain
holomorphic disks in a symmetric product of a Heegaard surface. OddKhovanov homology is an
integral lift of F2-valued Khovanov homology that is distinct from (even) Khovanov homology.
Both the even and odd Khovanov homology theories categorify the Jones polynomial.
One of our main goals in this paper and its sequels is to categorify the relation (1.1). Our
approach parallels the 2-representation theoretic construction of link homology theories follow-
ing Khovanov-Lauda [Lau10, KL09, KL11, KL10], Rouquier [Rou08], and Webster [Web13]. The
use of KLR (or quiver Hecke) and Webster algebras gives Khovanov homology a role in 2-
representation theory analogous to that of the Jones polynomial in ordinary (quantum) repre-
sentation theory. The odd nilHecke algebra was developed in [EKL12] to put odd Khovanov ho-
mology on a similar footing. These algebras are a special case of the quiver Hecke superalgebras
of [KKT11]; closely related spin Hecke algebras were introduced even earlier in [Wan09, KW08].
The results described above categorify the representation theory of Uq(sl2) for generic values
of q. A programme for categorically specializing q to a root of unity was suggested by Khovanov
in [Kho06]. At prime roots of unity q2p = 1, this is initiated in [Qi14, KQ12, EQ16, QS13, EQ15]
by working over a field of characteristic p > 0. The present paper begins the lift of these results to
characteristic zero in the case q =
√−1. In the generic-q categorification theorems of Khovanov-
Lauda, Rouquier, and Webster, a grading shift by k categorifies multiplication by qk. Here, by
equipping our algebras with a differential graded (or “dg”) structure and passing to derived
categories, we categorify −1 by a homological shift and √−1 by a grading shift. The grading
shift acts as a sort of categorical square root of the homological shift. The use of superalgebras is
essential here, forcing the use of the odd nilHecke algebras instead of even nilHecke algebras (the
latter is the g = sl2 case of KLR algebras). An odd analogue of Webster’s tensor product algebras
is expected to categorify odd Khovanov homology, so we pursue a categorical link betweenHOKh
and HFK.
Though we make no use of the connection here, several authors have used the odd nil-
Hecke and other related algebras in the categorification of quantized enveloping algebras for Kac-
Moody superalgebras [HW15, CW13, EL13]. See also the geometric approach of [FL15, CFLW14].
The dg algebras used in [Kho14, KS14] to categorify quantum gl1|m are based on a particularly
simple case of certain dg algebras appearing in knot Floer theory [LOT08]. The approach in
[LOT08, Kho14, KS14] is closely related to our current work as well.
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1.2 Outline
Section 2 is a collection of background material: definitions of the quantum groups we will cat-
egorify, the homological algebra of dg algebras, diagrammatic algebras and the notion of dia-
grammatic locality, and two superalgebras that will play leading roles in our constructions: odd
symmetric polynomials and the odd nilHecke algebras. Nothing is essentially new here except
for the simple observation that the derived category of “half-graded” chain complexes categori-
fies the Gaussian integers; see Subsection 2.2.4. The reader is advised to skip all of Section 2 on a
first reading and to return as needed later on.
In [EKL12], the n-th odd nilHecke (super)algebra ONHn categorifies the degree-nα piece of
U+q (sl2) for generic q. This graded piece is one-dimensional and is spanned by the divided power
E(n), and the isomorphism of the main theorem of that paper identifies E(n) with theK0 class of
the unique graded indecomposable projective module Pn of ONHn. In fact, ONHn is isomorphic
to a matrix algebra whose column module is Pn,
ONHn ∼= ENDOΛn(Pn). (1.2)
The superalgebra of odd symmetric polynomials OΛn first appeared in [EK12]. Section 3 adds a dg
structure to the results of [EKL12]; this is a characteristic-zero lift of the results of [KQ12] for the
rank-one case g = sl2 at the prime p = 2.
Via the isomorphism (1.2), a dg module structure on Pn induces a dg algebra structure on
ONHn. We prove that, up to an involution, there is a unique dg OPoln-module structure on Pn
such that the induced differential on ONHn is diagrammatically local. The resulting differential
on ONHn takes a particularly nice diagrammatic form:
d
( )
= , d
( )
= .
When equipped with this differential and considered as an (OPoln,OΛn)-(super)bimodule, we
refer to Pn as the dg bimodule Zn. We regard this bimodule as analogue of the usual (even)
equivariant cohomology ring of the flag variety for GL(n,C). Corollary 3.9 is the resulting iso-
morphism
(ONHn, d) ∼= ENDOΛopn (Zn). (1.3)
Our first main result (Theorem 3.18), a characteristic-zero dg categorification of the small
quantum group u+ := u+√−1(sl2), now follows easily from a calculation showing that ONHn is
acyclic if and only if n ≥ 2, so that the derived category D(ONHn) ≃ 0 whenever n ≥ 2. On the
level of Grothendieck groups, we obtain an isomorphism
K0(D(ONH)) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
K0(D(ONHn)) ∼= u+
of
√−1-twisted bialgebras. The more intrinsic categorical reason for the nilpotence of E ∈ u+ is
the existence of a chain complex Un, acyclic if and only if n ≥ 2, such that
Zn ∼= Un ⊗OΛn.
We describe the chain complex Un explicitly in Subsection A.2 of the appendix.
The small quantum group u+ is only two-dimensional because its generator E is nilpotent,
E2 = 0. The “big” quantum group U+ := U+√−1(sl2) is defined to have basis 1, E,E
(2), E(3), . . .
over Z[
√−1] and structure coefficients given by
E(a)E(b) =
[
a+ b
a
]
=
[a+ b]!
[a]![b]!
E(a+b).
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This q-binomial coefficient is to be interpreted as specialized at q =
√−1. In other words, u+
specializes the generators and relations definition of U+q (sl2), while U
+ mimics a particular basis
with structure coefficients.
In Section 4, we introduce a diagrammatic calculus for the category of OΛn-modules. This
“thick calculus” is based on that of [EKL12], which in turn is based on the even thick calculus of
[KLMS12]. We give two constructions of dg odd thick calculus: an extrinsic one via generators
and relations and an intrinsic one via dg (OΛa1 , . . . ,OΛar)-bimodules generalizing the dg OΛn-
bimodule Zn. These bimodules are odd analogues of the (even) equivariant cohomology rings
of partial flag varieties. For the case r = 2, we explicitly describe a chain complex Va1,a2 such
that OΛa1 ⊗ OΛa2 ∼= V ∗a1,a2 ⊗ Va1,a2 ⊗ OΛa1+a2 and study its differential in Subsection A.3 of the
appendix.
Our second main Theorem 4.17 uses derived induction and (twisted) restriction functors to
categorify U+ as a
√−1-twisted bialgebra,
K0(D(OΛ)) :=
⊕
a∈Z≥0
K0(D(OΛa)) ∼= U+.
The inclusion u+ →֒ U+ is categorically lifted to an embedding of derived categories
D(ONH) →֒ D(OΛ)
realized by the derived tensor product with the bimodule Z∨n dual to Zn (see Corollary 4.19 and
Corollary 4.21).
1.3 Future work
As explained above, this is the first in a series of papers in which we seek to explore the higher
representation theory relating the Alexander and Jones polynomials by combining techniques of
odd and dg categorification.
Lauda’s 2-category U˙ categorifying the Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson idempotented form
U˙(sl2) has been adapted to both the odd [EL13] and p-dg contexts [EQ16, EQ15]. There should
be a dg structure on the π = −1 specialization of the super-2-category U˙π of [EL13] lifting the
differential of [EQ16, EQ15] at p = 2 to characteristic zero. Such a dg enhancement of U˙π gives
a notion of odd dg 2-representation of quantum sl2. Examples should include odd analogues of
Webster algebras [Web13] and Lauda’s equivariant flag 2-category [Lau11].
By mimicking Webster’s construction of HKh using tensor product algebras, dg odd categori-
fication should give a construction of a differential on HOKh. There is a folklore conjecture that
there is a spectral sequence from HKh to HFK (and it is known that no such spectral sequence
exists from HOKh). So we expect this differential to give rise to a spectral sequence from HOKh to
an invariant closely related to HFK.
There should also be extensions of the above to certain Kac-Moody algebras of higher rank,
namely those which have associated quiver Hecke superalgebras [KKT11].
1.4 Acknowledgments
A.P.E. received support from an AMS-Simons travel grant. Both authors thank Mikhail Kho-
vanov and Robert Lipshitz for helpful conversations.
2 Preliminaries
Conventions. We work over a commutative ground ring k with unit. At times we will take
k to be Z or a field. Throughout, all algebras are k-linear. We will grade algebras by Z, Z/2Z,
and Z × (Z/2Z) at various points. Any Z/2Z-grading will be called parity and the parity of a
homogeneous element xwill be written as p(x). Any Z-grading will be written as |x|.
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Our Z/2Z-graded algebras will be considered as superalgebras (but often referred to simply
as “algebras”). Writing Z/2Z = {0¯, 1¯}, we say a parity homogeneous element x is even (respec-
tively, odd) if p(x) = 0¯ (respectively, p(x) = 1¯). Any superalgebra A has a parity involution given
on parity homogeneous elements by ιA(a) = (−1)p(a)a.
For any integer k, let
{k} =
{
0 k is even,
1 k is odd.
This is the q = −1 specialization of the unbalanced q-integer {k}q = (1− qk)/(1− q).
If a = (a1, . . . , ar) is a tuple of non-negative integers with 0 ≤ r ≤ n, let
xa = xa11 · · ·xarr .
2.1 Quantum groups at a root of unity
Denote by u+ := u+√−1(sl2) the positive half of small quantum sl2 at a fourth root of unity: as an
algebra, it is simply
u+ ∼= Z[
√−1][E]/(E2).
It has a comultiplication given by
r : u+−→u+ ⊗
Z[
√−1] u
+, r(E) = E ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ E.
The positive half of big quantum sl2 at a fourth root of unity, denoted U
+√−1(sl2) or just U
+ for
short, is the unital Z[
√−1]-algebra with basis {E(n)}n∈Z≥0 (E(0) is understood to be 1 ∈ Z[
√−1]),
with multiplication given by
E(a)E(b) =
[
a+ b
a
]
E(a+b), (2.1)
for all a, b ∈ Z≥0. Here, the quantum binomial coefficient[
a+ b
a
]
=
[a+ b]!
[a]![b]!
is understood as evaluated at q =
√−1, in Z[√−1]. In particular, it is zero if a+ b is even.
The comultiplication r : U+ → U+ ⊗
Z[
√−1] U
+ is defined by
r(E(a)) =
a∑
c=0
(−√−1)c(a−c)E(c) ⊗ E(a−c). (2.2)
The algebras u+ andU+ equippedwith the comultiplication maps r defined above are twisted
bialgebras in the sense of Lusztig [Lus93, Section 1.2.2]. Fix v ∈ k× and let B be a Z-graded
k-algebra equipped with a graded coassociative comultiplication r. Give B ⊗k B the product
structure
(b1 ⊗ b2)(b′1 ⊗ b′2) = v|b2||b
′
1|(b1b′1)⊗ (b2b′2).
Then we say B is a (v-)twisted k-bialgebra if r : B → B ⊗k B is an algebra homomorphism.
If we set |E| = 1 in u+ and |E(n)| = n in U+, then the algebras u+ and U+ are √−1-twisted
Z[
√−1]-bialgebras and
u+ →֒ U+, E 7→ E(1)
is an injective homomorphism of twisted bialgebras, since
E(1)E(1) = (
√−1 + (√−1)−1)E(2) = 0.
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2.2 Differential graded algebra
In this subsection, we gather some basic definitions from the theory of differential graded (dg)
algebras and modules. The material apart from Subsubsection 2.2.4 is entirely standard, and the
main purpose is to fix the notation we use. The reader is referred to [BL94, Kel94] formore details.
One minor adaptation from the standard terminology is that, for flexibility, we will grade our dg
algebras by Z/2Z. Usual Z-graded dg algebras inherit a Z/2Z-grading simply by collapsing the
grading modulo 2. Later, when we consider Z × (Z/2Z)-graded algebras, the dg structure will
be with respect to the parity factor.
A dg algebra (A, dA) is a Z/2Z-graded k-algebraA = A
0¯⊕A1¯ and a k-linear map dA : A→ A
of degree 1¯ (called the differential) satisfying d2 = 0 that is a derivation; that is, for any homoge-
neous a, b ∈ A,
dA(ab) = dA(a)b+ (−1)p(a)adA(b). (2.3)
A left dg A-module (M,dM ) is a Z/2Z-graded A-moduleM = M
0¯ ⊕M 1¯ and a k-linear map
dM :M →M of odd parity such that for any homogeneous elements a ∈ A,m ∈M , we have
dM (am) = dA(a)m+ (−1)p(a)adM (m). (2.4)
For the notion of a right dg A-module, replace equation (2.4) by
dM (ma) = dM (m)a+ (−1)p(m)mdA(a). (2.5)
We will usually drop mention of the differentials from the names of dg algebras and dg modules,
decorating the names as necessary if ambiguity is possible. If A,B are dg algebras, then a dg
(A,B)-bimodule is a k-module equipped with a differential and commuting left dg A-module
and right dg B-module structures.
Remark 2.1. Amild generalization of the notion of a dg algebra is that of a dg category. Informally,
a dg category is like an algebra in which the unit has been replaced by a family of d-closed
orthogonal idempotents. A dg algebra is a dg category with one object. Most of definitions and
results below have easy generalizations to the setting of dg categories (and the proofs are nearly
identical). One added convenience is the fact that the category of dg modules over a dg category
is itself a dg category. We refer the reader to [Kel94] for more details.
Let M be a dg module over a dg algebra A, and consider ENDA(M) to be the space of all
A-module endomorphisms onM . It is naturally Z/2Z-graded, with the homogeneous degree-k
part consisting of maps of parity k :
ENDkA(M) := {f : f(M l) ⊆M l+k, l ∈ Z/2Z}. (2.6)
The algebra ENDA(M) is a dg algebra via the differential dEND defined by
dEND(f)(m) = d(f(m))− (−1)p(f)f(d(m)). (2.7)
Moreover,M becomes a right dg module over ENDA(M) if we define the right action as
m · f := (−1)p(f)p(m)f(m). (2.8)
This action commutes with the left A-module action onM , and both actions are compatible with
the differentials. In this way M , has a natural dg bimodule structure over A and ENDA(M).
We will usually drop the subscript and simply write d for dEND if the context is clear. Similar
statements hold when one replaces “right” notions with “left” ones.
We will repeatedly consider the case in whichM is a dg submodule of A of the formM ∼= Ae
for some homogeneous idempotent e ∈ A. In this case d(e) = a0e for some a0 ∈ A. Recall that
there is a canonical isomorphism of graded abelian groups
HOMA(Ae, Ae) ∼= eAe, (2.9)
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where, given any homogeneous element eae ∈ eAe, one has the corresponding left A-module
map feae(be) := (−1)p(a)p(b)beae. Then, under the isomorphism (2.9), the algebra eAe inherits
a dg structure, which we compute as follows. For any eae ∈ eAe and be ∈ Ae, notice that
p(feae) = p(a). It follows that
d(feae)(be) = d(feae(be))− (−1)p(a)feae(d(be))
= (−1)p(a)p(b)d(beae)− (−1)p(a)+p(a)(p(b)+1)d(be)eae
= (−1)p(a)p(b)d(be)ae+ (−1)p(a)p(b)+p(b)bed(ae)− (−1)p(a)p(b)d(be)ae
= (−1)(p(a)+1)p(b)be(dae)
= f
ed(ae)(be) .
The next result follows from this discussion.
Lemma 2.2. Let (A, dA) be a dg algebra and e ∈ A be an idempotent with d(e) ∈ Ae. Then Ae
has a right dg module structure over the dg algebra (eAe, de) in which the differential de is given
by
de(eae) = edA(ae)
for any eae ∈ eAe. 
2.2.1 The homotopy and derived categories
LetM ,N be two dgmodules overA. Amap of gradedA-modules f : M−→N is called amorphism
of dg modules over A, or simply a morphism, if it commutes with the differentials on M and N
(f necessarily has degree zero). A morphism f : M−→N is called null-homotopic if there is a
homogeneous A-module map h of degree −1 such that
f = dN ◦ h+ h ◦ dM .
It is easy to see that the category of all left dg modules over A, which we denote by A−dmod,
is abelian and that the class of all null-homotopic morphisms forms an ideal in A−dmod. The
categorical quotient of A−dmod by this ideal is known as the homotopy category of dg modules
over A, denoted H(A).
The cohomology of a dg module M over A is, by definition, H(M) := Ker(d)/Im(d). It is
naturally Z/2Z-graded1 and equipped with a module structure over the algebra H(A). We will
regardH(A) as a dg algebra with the zero differential andH(M) as a dgmodule over this algebra.
A morphism of dg modules f : M−→N is called a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an isomor-
phism on cohomology. The images of quasi-isomorphisms in H(A) constitute a localizing class
Cqis, and the category D(A) := H(A)[C−1qis ] obtained by localization with respect to this class is
called the derived category of dg modules over A. By abuse of notation, we will refer to an object
in A−dmod, H(A), or D(A) as a dg module.
The homotopy category H(A) and derived category D(A) are triangulated. The translation
functor [1] acts on any dg module by a parity shift:
(M [1])k := Mk+1¯, dM [1] = −dM .
Let f : M−→N be a morphism of dg modules over A. The cone of f is by definition C(f) :=
N ⊕M [1] equipped with the differential given in block matrix form by
dC(f) :=
(
dN f
0 −dM
)
.
The dg modules N , M [1] can be naturally identified with, respectively, a dg sub or dg quotient
module of the cone C(f). A standard distinguished triangle in H(A) or D(A) is a diagram of the
form
M
f // N
ι // C(f)
π // M [1],
1 We sometimes write H(M) = H•(M) to emphasize the grading or parity.
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where ι and π are the natural inclusion and projection maps. A distinguished triangle in H(A) or
D(A) is a diagram that is isomorphic to a standard distinguished triangle in the relevant category.
One useful feature of dg category theory is that the category A−dmod behaves like a dg alge-
bra with multiple objects. More precisely, A−dmod has a dg enhancement given by defining the
HOM-complex between any two dg modulesM and N to be
HOMA(M,N) = Hom
0¯
A(M,N)⊕Hom1¯A(M,N),
where HomkA(M,N) stands for A-module maps of parity k. The differential d acts on a homoge-
neous map f ∈ HOMA(M,N) as
d(f) := dN ◦ f − (−1)p(f)f ◦ dM .
In this way, the endomorphism dg algebra ENDA(M) we considered earlier is simply the endo-
morphism complex in the dg enhanced module category. Furthermore, one readily sees that the
morphism space in the homotopy categoryH(A) is naturally isomorphic to the degree-zero part
of the cohomology,
HomH(A)(M,N) = H0(HOMA(M,N)). (2.10)
One can similarly compute the morphism space in the derived category using this formula, by
first resolving M with a “nice enough” replacement. Recall that a dg module P over A is called
cofibrant or K-projective if, for any surjective quasi-isomorphism f : M−→N and any morphism
g : P−→N , there exists a morphism g making the diagram
P
g
~~⑥
⑥
⑥
⑥
g

M
f
// N
commute. A morphism of dg modules g : P−→N is called a cofibrant replacement or K-projective
resolution if P is cofibrant and g is a surjective quasi-isomorphism.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a dg algebra and M a dg A-module. Then there exists a cofibrant
replacement PM−→M , unique up to quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. One can adapt the proofs in [BL94, Section 10.12.2] or [Kel94, Section 3] to theZ/2Z-graded
situation for the existence part. The uniqueness follows easily from the definition. Alternatively,
one can apply the hopfological construction in [Qi14, Theorem 6.6] to Sweedler’s 4-dimensional
Hopf algebra to prove the result directly.
IfM , N are dg modules over A, then there is a natural isomorphism
HomD(A)(M,N) ∼= HomH(A)(PM , N) = H0(HOMA(PM , N)). (2.11)
The uniqueness part of Proposition 2.3 implies that the right-hand side of (2.11) is, up to isomor-
phism, independent of choice of cofibrant replacement. Motivated by the above, we define the
RHOM-complex between two dg modules to be
RHOMA(M,N) := HOMA(PM , N), (2.12)
where PM is any cofibrant replacement for M . The uniqueness part of Proposition 2.3 again
shows that up to isomorphism, the RHOM-complex is independent of the choice of cofibrant
replacement.
2.2.2 The Grothendieck group of a dg algebra
When talking about Grothendieck groups, one needs to restrict the “size” of dg modules to avoid
trivial cancellations. A commonly adopted size restriction on dg modules is the compactness
condition. Note that D(A) is an additive category with infinite direct sums. A dg module M is
called compact2 if the functorHomD(A)(M,−) commutes with infinite direct sums. The strictly full
2In [Kel94], a compact module is called a small module instead.
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subcategory of D(A) consisting of objects that are compact is called the compact or perfect derived
category, which we will denote by Dc(A).
Example 2.4 (Finite-cell modules). One easily sees that the left or right regular module A over
itself is compact. In fact, any dg summand3 of the regular module is also compact. More gener-
ally, a filtered dg module is also compact if it comes with a finite filtration whose subquotients
are isomorphic as dg modules to dg summands of A. Such a filtered dg module will be called a
finite-cellmodule over A.
The Grothendieck group of a dg algebra A, denoted byK0(A), is the quotient of the free abelian
group on the isomorphism classes [M ] of compact dg modules M by the relation [M ] = [M1] +
[M2] whenever
M1−→M−→M2−→M1[1]
is a distinguished triangle of compact objects in D(A).
Computing dg Grothendieck groups is, in general, a hard problem. But for a class of dg
algebras that arise quite often in representation theory, this can be done relatively easily. Let k be
a field. A Z-graded dg algebra is called positive if it satisfies the following conditions [Sch11]:
• the algebra A = ⊕i∈Z≥0Ai is non-negatively graded,
• the degree zero part A0 is semisimple, and
• the differential acts trivially on A0.
Theorem 2.5 ([Sch11]). Let A be a positive dg algebra over a field. Then a dg module M is
compact if and only if it is isomorphic in the derived category to a finite-cell module. 
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a positive dg algebra, and A0 be its homogeneous degree zero part. Then
K0(A) ∼= K0(A0).
Sketch of proof. By Theorem 2.5, any compact module is isomorphic in the derived category to a
dg module with a filtration whose subquotients are dg summands of A. Such summands are, up
to grading shift, given by indecomposable idempotents in A0. The isomorphism classes of these
indecomposable idempotents spanK0(A).
2.2.3 Derived functors
To a dg bimodule AMB over dg algebras A and B, we associate two derived functors. The first is
the tensor functor,
M ⊗LB (−) : D(B)−→D(A), N 7→M ⊗A PN , (2.13)
where N is an arbitrary dg B-module and PN is a cofibrant replacement of N . The other is the
hom functor, given by
RHOMA(M,−) : D(A)−→D(B), L 7→ HOMA(PM , L). (2.14)
Herewe choose a cofibrant replacementPM forM as a dg bimodule overA⊗Bop so that the com-
plexHOMA(PM , L) carries a strict dgmodule structure overB. It is easy to see that these functors
are well-defined and that they are adjoint to each other even on the level of HOM-complexes:
RHOMA(M ⊗LB N,L) ∼= RHOMB(N,RHOMA(M,L)). (2.15)
The usual tensor-hom adjunction on the level of derived categories follows from (2.15) by taking
degree-zero cohomology.
3By a dg summand of A we mean a projective A-module Ae defined by an idempotent e ∈ Awith d(e) = 0.
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Of particular interest to us is the case of the bimodule AAB associated to a dg algebra homo-
morphism ϕ : B → A (B acts on the right via ϕ). The tensor and hom functors in this case are
also known as the induction and restriction functors, denoted ϕ∗ and ϕ∗ respectively:
ϕ∗(N) := A⊗LB N, ϕ∗(L) := RHOMA(A,L). (2.16)
The following theorem is useful.
Theorem 2.7. Let ϕ : B−→A be a quasi-isomorphism of dg algebras. Then the induction and
restriction functors ϕ∗, ϕ∗ are quasi-equivalences of triangulated categories, quasi-inverse to each
other.
Proof. See [BL94, Theorem 10.12.5.1] or [Kel94, Example 6.1].
Corollary 2.8. Let A be a dg algebra. The following are equivalent:
1. The derived category D(A) is equivalent to 0.
2. The cohomology of A vanishes, H(A) = 0.
3. There exists an x ∈ A such that d(x) = 1.
Proof. Statement 1 follows from statement 2 by the previous theorem. Statement 1 implying 3 is
easy. Thus it suffices to show that statement 3 implies 2. If [y] ∈ H∗(A) is a cohomology class,
then
d(xy) = d(x)y − xd(y) = y,
so that [y] = 0. The result follows.
2.2.4 A categorification of the Gaussian integers
Before moving on to specific dg algebras, we study the base category for our main theorems:
“half-graded” chain complexes over k categorify the ring of Gaussian integers Z[
√−1].
More precisely, we work with Z × (Z/2Z)-graded modules. We write 〈1〉 for a shift of the
q-degree by 1 and [1] for the parity shift. Next we define a differential between such modules to
be a map of bidegree (2, 1) which squares to 0 and a chain complex to be a k-module equipped
with such a differential. Applying the usual homotopy category construction to these chain com-
plexes, we obtain the category of half-graded chain complexes up to homotopy, which we denote by
C(k). The derived category of this homotopy category will be denoted D(k). When k is a field,
the quotient functor from C(k) onto D(k) is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
For simplicity, let us focus on either k = Z or a field. We show that under this assumption, we
have
K0(D(k)) ∼= Z[
√−1]. (2.17)
This can easily be seen as follows. Any chain complex in D(k) is isomorphic to a direct sum
of indecomposable chain complexes of the following forms:
• a single copy of k sitting in any bidegree;
• a copy of S = (0−→k d−→ k−→0), where the left k term may sit in any bidegree (a, b) and
the one on the right has bidegree (a+ 2, b+ 1).
Therefore the Grothendieck group is generated as a Z[q±1]-module by the symbol [k], with q[k] =
[k〈1〉]. When d is given by multiplication by a unit in k, the last two-term complex becomes
contractible and therefore isomorphic to 0 inD(k). Hence in the Grothendieck group, the relation
(1 + q2)[k] = 0
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is imposed by summing along the q-degree. From the classification of objects, this is also the
only relation, and it also forces the symbol of S to be zero even when d is multiplication by any
element in k. In conclusion, we obtain
K0(D(k)) ∼= Z[q±1]/(1 + q2) ∼= Z[
√−1].
Had we taken d to be of bidegree (1, 1), we would have obtained the usual notion of (Z-
graded) chain complexes of k-modules. The resulting Grothendieck group is isomorphic to Z.
For our choice of bidegree, the outcome is an isomorphism of functors 〈1〉 ◦ 〈1〉 ∼= [1] on D(k), as
if we have adjoined a square root of the homological grading shift functor. This explains the term
“half-graded” above.
Remark 2.9 (Homotopy versus derived category). One might wonder what happens if we use
the dg homotopy category of half-graded complexes instead of the derived category as a base
category. If k is a field (or more generally a division ring), the homotopy and derived categories
are equivalent, so there is no difference. However, over k = Z, the complexes
0 // Z
n //
Z
// 0 , 0 // Z/(n) // 0
are not homotopy equivalent if n 6= ±1. So the homotopy and derived categories are not equiva-
lent. Our results throughout this paper hold over Z if one restricts to subcategories of free abelian
groups. This is because the homotopy category of half-graded free abelian groups is equivalent
to the derived category of half-graded abelian groups.
2.3 Diagrammatic algebras
The algebras which will appear in this paper (OPoln, ONHn, and others) have elements that are
linear combinations of diagrams of “strands.” The diagrams for an algebra on n strands have n
arcs connecting n points on one horizontal line to n points on another horizontal line. Strands
may cross and sometimes may carry one or more dots. Dots and crossings occur at distinct
heights, only two strands may cross at a given point, strands cannot have any critical points for
the projection to the vertical axis, and we consider these diagrams up to isotopies through such
diagrams that do not change relative heights of dots and crossings.
A product xy is drawn as placing the diagram for x above the diagram for y:
· := .
We call the dots and crossings local generators,
, .
At this point we can impose local relations: relations among generators on some number of strands
alongwith all other relations generated by padding this on the left and right with vertical strands.
In other words, we think of a monoidal category: the points on the horizontal lines are objects,
vertical strands are identity morphisms, and dots and crossings are other morphisms. Imposing
a relation among diagrams onm strands induces relations on diagrams withm or more strands.
For instance, the local relation
=
also includes the relations
= , = , . . . .
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Suppose for each n ∈ Z≥0, Rn is a superalgebra on n strands, with all relations coming from
local relations. Define ιm,n : Rm ⊗ Rn →֒ Rm+n to be the k-module map that horizontally
juxtaposes diagrams with the diagram from Rm on the left, with strands vertically extended so
that generators in the diagram from the Rm factor are all above those of the Rn factor:
ι3,3
(
⊗
)
= .
This is a homomorphism of superalgebras if and only if for all homogeneous elements x ∈ Rm
and y ∈ Rn, we have
ιm,n(x⊗ 1)ιm,n(1⊗ y) = (−1)p(x)p(y)ιm,n(1⊗ y)ιm,n(x⊗ 1).
Diagrammatically, the condition is distant supercommutativity:
x
y
= (−1)p(x)p(y)
x
y
.
We will always impose the distant supercommutativity relation.
Example 2.10. The group algebra k[Sn] of the symmetric group is the diagrammatic algebra on
n strands with crossings but no dots, giving crossings even parity. The local relations are
= , = .
Example 2.11. The superalgebra of skew polynomials OPoln is the diagrammatic superalgebra
with dots but no crossings, giving dots odd parity. No other relations (other than distant super-
commutativity) are imposed. In equations,
OPoln = k〈x1, . . . , xn〉/(xixj + xjxi = 0 if i 6= j),
where xi stands for a dot on the i-th strand.
Example 2.12. KLR algebras (quiver Hecke algebras) are diagrammatic algebras, with the defi-
nition suitably generalized to allow for the coloring of strands by simple roots [KL09]. All dots
and crossings have even parity. For certain super Cartan data, the quiver Hecke superalgebras of
Kang-Kashiwara-Tsuchioka [KKT11] can be expressed as diagrammatic algebras too.
Suppose {Bn}n≥0 is a family of diagrammatic algebras defined by local relations as above
and that each Bn has a differential d. We say that this forms a family of diagrammatically local dg
algebras if d(1) = 0 and d is determined by its values on diagrammatic generators and extended
compatibly with the horizontal juxtaposition operation.
Example 2.13. The superalgebra OPoln has a diagrammatically local differential given by
d
( )
= . (2.18)
In equations, d(xi) = x
2
i .
2.4 Odd symmetric polynomials and odd nilHecke algebras
In this subsection, we gather the necessary background material on odd symmetric polynomials
and odd nilHecke algebras. See [EK12, EKL12] for more details.
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2.4.1 Odd symmetric polynomials
Let
ek :=
∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤n
xi1 · · ·xik
be the k-th untwisted odd elementary symmetric polynomial in OPoln. By convention, e0 = 1 and
ek = 0 if k < 0. The subalgebra OΛn ⊆ OPoln generated by the ek’s is the algebra of untwisted
odd symmetric polynomials in n variables.
The involution
θ : OPoln → OPoln
xi 7→ (−1)i−1xi =: x˜i
(2.19)
is called twisting. The subalgebra O˜Λn = θ(OΛn) is called the algebra of twisted odd symmetric
polynomials in n variables, and e˜k = θ(ek) is the k-th twisted odd elementary symmetric polynomial.
Remark 2.14. The odd elementary symmetric polynomials of [EKL12] are our twisted odd el-
ementary symmetric polynomials. The relations among the ek’s are identical to the relations
among the e˜k’s. The map ek 7→ e˜k is an isomorphism OΛn → O˜Λn as well as between their limits
(as considered in [EK12, EKL12]).
Remark 2.15. The subalgebra O˜Λn ⊆ OPoln is not closed under d. For example, if n = 2, then
e˜1 = x1 − x2 but d(x1 − x2) = x21 − x22 is not in O˜Λ2. If the differential d on OΛn is carried
over to O˜Λn via the isomorphism θ, the resulting differential is not diagrammatically local (see
Subsection 3.1).
In what follows, we will see that the twin constraints of OΛn-linearity and diagrammatic
locality force us to consider both of these variants of odd symmetric polynomials.
The symmetric group Sn acts on OPoln by permuting indices,
w(xj) = xw(j).
Let si = (i i + 1) be the i-th simple transposition in Sn and let w0 be the longest element of Sn
(with respect to the usual Coxeter length); that is, w0(j) = n+ 1 − j. While si does not preserve
the subalgebra OΛn ⊆ OPoln, the longest element w0 does. It is an involution of superalgebras
and
w0(ek) = (−1)(
k
2)ek. (2.20)
The equation
(θ ◦ w0)(f) = (−1)(n+1)p(f)(w0 ◦ θ)(f) (2.21)
is easily checked for homogeneous f . It follows that
w0(e˜k) = (−1)(n+1)k(θ ◦ w0)θ(e˜k) = (−1)(n+1)k+(
k
2)e˜k. (2.22)
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, define the i-th odd divided difference operator ∂i : OPoln → OPoln by
∂i(xj) =
{
1 j = i, i+ 1
0 j 6= i, i+ 1, (2.23)
∂i(fg) = ∂i(f)g + (−1)p(f)si(f)∂i(g). (2.24)
Proposition 2.16 ([EKL12]). 1. The operator ∂i is well defined on OPoln.
2. The twisted odd symmetric polynomials are the joint kernel and the joint image of the
operators ∂i,
O˜Λn =
n−1⋂
i=1
Ker(∂i) =
n−1⋂
i=1
Im(∂i). (2.25)
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3. The operator ∂i is right O˜Λn-linear.
4. Considering xi as left multiplication, the following relations hold inENDO˜Λn(OPoln) (right-
linear endomorphisms):
xixj + xjxi = 0 if i 6= j, (2.26)
∂i∂j + ∂j∂i = 0 if |i − j| > 1, (2.27)
∂2i = 0, (2.28)
∂i∂i+1∂i = ∂i+1∂i∂i+1, (2.29)
∂ixj + xj∂i = 0 if j 6= i, i+ 1, (2.30)
xi∂i + ∂ixi+1 = 1 = ∂ixi + xi+1∂i. (2.31)
These relations suffice to determine all relations among these operators, and these operators
generate all of END
O˜Λn
(OPoln).
Whenwe think of the algebra generated by the xi, ∂i and the above relations abstractly (rather
than acting on OPoln), we will call it the odd nilHecke algebra on n strands, denoted by ONHn.
The terminology of “strands” comes from the fact that ONHn can be expressed as a diagram-
matic algebra in the sense of Subsection 2.3. A dot on the i-th strand from the left stands for xi,
so that OPoln ⊆ ONHn is a subalgebra, and a crossing of the i-th and (i + 1)-st strands from the
left stands for ∂i. Diagrammatically, then, the defining relations of ONHn are as follows:
= 0, = , (2.32)
+ = = + ; (2.33)
plus the distant supercommutativity relations:
· · · + · · · = 0, (2.34)
· · · + · · · = 0, (2.35)
· · · + · · · = 0, (2.36)
· · · + · · · = 0. (2.37)
See [EKL12] for further details on ONHn. These algebras are the simplest cases of the quiver
Hecke superalgebras of [KKT11].
Once and for all, fix a reduced expression w = si1 · · · sir for each w ∈ Sn except for w = w0 and
set
∂w = ∂i1 · · · ∂ir . (2.38)
A different choice of reduced expression for w can only change the operator ∂w by an overall
sign. In the case w = w0, we insist on the choice
∂w0 = ∂1(∂2∂1) · · · (∂n−1 · · · ∂1). (2.39)
Let δ = (n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 2, 1).
Lemma 2.17. 1. If f is parity homogeneous, then fxδ = (−1)(n−12 )p(f)xδθ(f).
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2. ∂w0(x
δ) = (−1)(n3).
3. For any skew polynomial f , the equation ∂w0f∂w0 = ∂w0(f)∂w0 holds in ONHn.
4. The element en := (−1)(
n
3)∂w0x
δ of ONHn is an idempotent.
5. The sets
{xa∂w : a ∈ Zn≥0, w ∈ Sn} and {∂wxa : a ∈ Zn≥0, w ∈ Sn} (2.40)
are both k-bases of ONHn.
Proof. Statements 1 and 2 are straightforward to check. Statement 3 follows because an element of
ONHn is determined by how it acts on OPoln (Proposition 2.16, Statement 4) and Im(∂w0) ⊆ O˜Λn
(Proposition 2.16, Statement 2):
(∂w0f∂w0)(g) = ∂w0(f∂w0(g)) = ∂w0(f)∂w0(g) = (∂w0(f)∂w0) (g).
Statement 4 follows from Statements 2 and 3:
e
2
n = ∂w0x
δ∂w0x
δ = ∂w0(x
δ)∂w0x
δ = (−1)(n3)∂w0xδ = en.
Statement 5 is proved in [EKL12] (it follows from the relations and a computation using odd
Schubert polynomials).
Lemma 2.18. If f is untwisted odd symmetric, then the equation
enf = (θ ◦ w0)(f)en (2.41)
holds in ONHn.
Proof. By equation (2.64) of [EKL12], ∂w0f = (−1)(
n
2)w0(f)∂w0 . Alongwith Statement 1 of Lemma
2.17 and (2.21), the result follows.
As a summary of this subsection, the superalgebra involutions w0, θ, and ι = ιOPoln of OPoln
satisfy the relations
w20 = θ
2 = ι2 = 1,
ι ◦ w0 = w0 ◦ ι, ι ◦ θ = θ ◦ ι,
w0 ◦ θ = ιn+1 ◦ θ ◦ w0.
3 Differential graded thin calculus
3.1 Local differentials on skew polynomials
3.1.1 The differential on OPoln
Let OPoln be the superalgebra of skew polynomials defined in Example 2.11. The local differen-
tial
d
( )
= (3.1)
makes OPoln into a diagrammatically local dg algebra. Unless otherwise specified, this is the
differential we will use on OPoln when we consider it as a dg algebra. Note that
d
(
i
)
= {i} i+ 1 .
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Any dg module structure on the rank-one free left OPoln-module is determined by the value
of d on the cyclic vector. For any α ∈ kn, let
dα(1α) =
n∑
i=1
αixi1α, (3.2)
where 1α stands for the cyclic vector. So if f is any skew polynomial, (2.4) and (3.2) imply
dα(f1α) =
(
d(f) + (−1)p(f)f
n∑
i=1
αixi
)
1α. (3.3)
This choice will give a dg module structure if and only if d2(1α) = 0.
d2(1α) =
n∑
i=1
αid(xi1α) =
n∑
i=1
αi(d(xi)1α − xid(1α))
=
n∑
i=1
(αi − α2i )x2i 1α −
∑
i<j
αiαj(xixj + xjxi)1α
=
n∑
i=1
(αi − α2i )x2i 1α.
Writing OPoln(α) for the pair (OPoln, dα), we have proved the following.
Proposition 3.1. OPoln(α) is a left (respectively, right) dg module over OPoln if and only if α ∈
{0, 1}n (respectively, {0, (−1)p(1α)+1}). 
In what follows, we will usually drop the subscript α from dα when there is no ambiguity.
3.1.2 The differential on OΛn
The primary reason we prefer the untwisted odd symmetric polynomials to the twisted ones is
the following result which tells us that they are preserved under the local differential on OPoln.
Lemma 3.2. The differential d onOPoln restricts to a differential onOΛn which acts on untwisted
elementary polynomials as
d(ek) = e1ek − {k + 1}ek+1
(with it understood that en+1 = 0). Consequently, the natural inclusion OΛn ⊂ OPoln is an
inclusion of dg algebras.
Proof. Adjoin a supercentral variable t of odd parity, set d(t) = 0, and define the generating
function
E(t) =
n∏
i=1
(1 + xit) =
n∑
k=0
(−1)(k2)ektk. (3.4)
We compute
d(E(t)) =
∑
i=1
∏
j<i
(1 + xjt) · x2i t ·
∏
j>i
(1 + xjt)

=
n∑
i=1
xi n∏
j=1
(1 + xjt)−
∏
j<i
(1 + xjt) · xi ·
∏
j>i
(1 + xjt)

= e1E(t)−
n∑
k=0
(−1)(k2){k + 1}ek+1tk.
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Comparing with equation (3.4), it follows that
d(ek) = e1ek − {k + 1}ek+1. (3.5)
In particular,OΛn is closed under d, finishing the proof of the lemma.
3.2 The differential on ONHn and the bimodule Zn
It was proved in [EKL12] that the skew polynomial representation gives an isomorphism
ONHn ∼= ENDO˜Λn(OPoln),
where elements of ONHn are regarded as right O˜Λn-linear operators. If OPoln is equipped with
a dg module structure OPoln(α) of (3.3), this isomorphism induces a differentials on ONHn via
equations (2.7) and (2.8). The possible dg algebra structures which can arise onONHn in this way
are parameterized by the possible choices for α (see Proposition 3.1).
Now we look for conditions on α such that the induced differential on ONHn is diagrammat-
ically local. The discussion below is similar to [KQ12, Section 3.1], but some extra care is needed
here since the dg algebras involved are noncommutative.
We start by regardingONHn as a subalgebra inside ENDk(OPoln(α)), ignoring the right O˜Λn-
linearity. The induced differential on the endomorphism algebra acts on each of the polynomial
generators xi ∈ ONHn by d(xi) = x2i . For degree reasons, the induced differential acts on the odd
divided difference operators by
d(∂i) = ai + bixi∂i + cixi+1∂i (i = 1, . . . , n− 1),
which is diagrammatically depicted by
d

i i+ 1
 = ai
i i+ 1
+ bi
i i+ 1
+ ci
i i+ 1
,
for certain constants ai, bi, ci ∈ Z. Diagrammatic locality reduces us to the case n = 2, in which
there is only one odd divided difference operator ∂ ∈ ONH2. We will suppose the dg module
generator satisfies
d(1) = αx1+ βy1, (3.6)
α, β ∈ {0, 1}, and the induced differential on ONH2 is
d(∂) = a+ bx∂ + cy∂ (3.7)
for constants a, b, c ∈ k. Here, x, y are understood to be the odd polynomial generators. Since
∂ · 1 = 0, we must have
0 = d(∂) · 1− ∂ · d(1).
Plugging in equations (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain the constraint
a = α+ β. (3.8)
Likewise, differentiating the equation ∂(x1) = 1 gives rise to the conditions
a+ b = 1, c = α+ β − 1. (3.9)
Finally, differentiating ∂(y1) = 1 and using (3.6) and (3.7), we get
a+ c = 1, b = α+ β − 1. (3.10)
Solving equations (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) together results in
a = α+ β = 1, and b = c = 0. (3.11)
This discussion gives us half of the proof for the following result.
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Proposition 3.3. If the differential on ONHn induced by its skew polynomial representation
OPoln(α) is diagrammatically local, then
d
( )
= ,
and either α = (0, 1, 0, 1, . . .) or α = (1, 0, 1, 0, . . .).
Proof. It suffices to consider the case n = 2. It remains to show that, under the assumption of
the proposition, the equation d(∂) = 1 is satisfied on a Z-basis of OPol2 · 1. We use the basis
{xayb1 : a, b ∈ Z≥0}, where the differential acts on 1 by either
d(1) = x1 or d(1) = y1.
This will be done in three steps.
Step I. We begin by checking the consistency of the differential on the part of the basis above
which does not involve powers of y, namely {xa1 : a ∈ Z≥0}. This further depends on how d
acts on 1. We need to use
∂(xa1) =

∑2k−1
i=0 (−1)ix2k−1−iyi1 a = 2k,∑2k
i=0 x
2k−iyi1 a = 2k + 1,
(3.12)
where k ∈ Z≥0, which follows from an easy computation. We show one example computation,
the sub-case d(1) = x1 and a = 2k. We check that
d(∂)(x2k1) = d(∂(x2k1)) + ∂(d(x2k1))
matches with the action 1 · x2k1 = x2k1, for any k ∈ Z≥0. We compute using (3.12):
d(∂)(x2k1) = d
(
2k−1∑
k=0
(−1)ix2k−1−iyi1
)
+ ∂(d(x2k1))
=
2k−1∑
i=0
(
(−1)i{2k − 1− i}x2k−iyi + (−1)2k−1{i}x2k−1−iyi+1 − x2k−iyi) · 1
+ ∂(x2k+11)
=
2k−1∑
i=0
{i+ 1}x2k−iyi1−
2k∑
i=1
{i− 1}x2k−iyi1−
2k−1∑
i=0
x2k−iyi1
+
2k∑
i=0
x2k−iyi1
= x2k1+
2k−1∑
i=1
(1− 1){i+ 1}x2k−iyi1− {2k − 1}y2k1+ y2k1
= x2k1.
In the third equality, we used the equality (−1)i{i + 1} = {i + 1} (valid for all i ∈ Z). A similar
computation establishes
d(∂)(x2k+11) = d(∂(x2k+11)) + ∂(d(x2k+11))
with the same d-action on 1. For the case d(1) = y1, the proof is similar.
Step II. The equation d(∂) = 1 also holds on the basis elements in {ya1 : a ∈ Z≥0}: to see
this, conjugate Step I by the involution of ONHn given by reflection of diagrams about a vertical
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axis. Here one needs to use the fact that conjugation by this reflection interchanges the d-action
on the two different generators and preserves the equality d(∂) = 1. Alternatively, one can check
d(∂) = 1 directly using computations analogous to those from Step I.
Step III. Finally, we show that d(∂) = 1 holds on all of {xayb1 : a, b ∈ Z≥0}. We rewrite any
xayb1 as ±em2 xn1 or ±em2 yn1, wherem = min(a, b) and n = max(a, b)−m.
d(∂)(em2 x
n
1) = d(∂(em2 x
n
1)) + ∂(d(em2 x
n
1))
= d (∂(em2 )x
n
1+ (−1)mem2 ∂(xn1)) + ∂ (d(em2 )xn1+ em2 d(xn1))
= (−1)md(em2 )∂(xn1) + (−1)mem2 d(∂(xn1)) + ∂(d(em2 ))xn1
− s(d(em2 ))∂(xn1) + s(em2 )∂(d(xn1))
= (−1)m{m}e1em2 ∂(xn1) + (−1)mem2 d(∂(xn1)) + ∂({m}e1em2 )xn1
− s({m}e1em2 )∂(xn1) + (−1)mem2 ∂(d(xn1))
= 2{m}em2 xn1+ (−1)mem2 d(∂(xn1)) + (−1)mem2 ∂(d(xn1))
= (2{m}+ (−1)m)em2 xn1
= em2 x
n
1,
where s stands for the permutation interchanging x and y (see (2.23)). We have used Step I in the
second to last equality. Likewise, one checks that d(∂) acts as the identity on any element of the
form em2 y
n
1 using Step II.
By the above discussion, then, this gives rise to a family of dg algebra structures on ONHn
(one for each α ∈ {0, 1}n). Only two of these are diagrammatically local, and we will always
assume we are using one of these two. As a left OΛn- or O˜Λn-module, a convenient basis of
OPoln is the “staircase basis”
{xa1α : a ∈ Zn≥0, 0 ≤ ai ≤ n− i}.
We draw the element xa1α as
a1
a2
a3 · · ·
an
.
The box at the bottom stands for 1α; the purpose is to remind us that this is an element of a
module rather than an algebra.
If A is a dg algebra and e ∈ A is an idempotent satisfying d(e) = fe for some f ∈ A, then
Ae with the same differential is a left dg A-module. It follows from the results of [EKL12] that
ONHnen ∼= OPoln as left ONHn-modules (hence too as left OPoln-modules). We now verify that
d(en) ∈ ONHnen for the differential d(∂i) = 1.
Lemma 3.4. The differential of the longest odd divided difference operator is given by
d(∂w0) =
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xi∂w0 − (−1)(
n
2)
n∑
i=1
{n− i}∂w0xi. (3.13)
Proof. When we want to indicate the number of strands m in our notation for the longest odd
divided difference operator, we will write ∂
(m)
w0 . Our specific choice of reduced expression for w0,
expressed diagrammatically, reads
∂
(n)
w0
=
∂
(n−1)
w0
. (3.14)
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Bottommultiply this equation by x1 and repeatedly apply the nilHecke relation ∂ixi = 1−xi+1∂i
to obtain the equation (for n ≥ 1)
∂
(n−1)
w0
= ∂
(n)
w0
− (−1)(n2) ∂(n)w0 . (3.15)
Now to prove the stated formula for d(∂w0). The formula is easily verified for n = 1, so assume
n ≥ 2 and proceed by induction on n. By (3.14) and the Leibniz rule,
d
 ∂(n+1)w0
 =
d

 ∂
(n)
w0


+ (−1)(n2)
∂
(n)
w0
d




The second term on the right is an alternating sum over deleted crossings from the bottom factor.
Since any crossing among strands 1 through n adjacent to ∂
(n)
w0 equals the zero diagram, only the
term in which the leftmost crossing is deleted survives. Using this and the inductive hypothesis,
the above equals
. . . =
n∑
i=1

{i− 1}
i
∂
(n)
w0 − (−1)(n2){n− i}
i+ 1
∂
(n)
w0

+ (−1)(n2)+n−1 ∂
(n)
w0 .
In the second summation, the ∂
(n)
w0 allows the dot to slide to the bottom (with an accrued factor
of (−1)n−1), and the only extra term created is in the case i = 1. Accounting for boundary
summation terms and using (3.15), the result follows.
Lemma 3.5. The differential of the idempotent en is given by
d(en) =
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xien. (3.16)
Proof. It is easy to check that
d(xδ) =
n∑
i=1
{n− i}xixδ. (3.17)
Using this and Lemma 3.4, we compute
(−1)(n3)d(en) = d(∂w0)xδ + (−1)(
n
2)∂w0d(x
δ)
=
[
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xi∂w0 − (−1)(
n
2)
n∑
i=1
{n− i}∂w0xi
]
xδ + (−1)(n2)
n∑
i=1
{n− i}∂w0xixδ
= (−1)(n3)
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xien.
The result follows.
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Corollary 3.6. As left dg OPoln-modules, ONHnen ∼= OPoln(0, 1, 0, 1, . . .). 
For f ∈ OΛn, (2.41) implies (θ ◦ w0)(f) ∈ O˜Λn. It follows that the left action of ONHn on
ONHnen commutes with the right action of OΛn on OPolnen (right multiplication). Unlike O˜Λn,
the algebraOΛn is a diagrammatically local dg subalgebra of OPoln. We have proven the follow-
ing.
Proposition 3.7. The subspace OPolnen = {fen : f ∈ OPoln} is a dg (OPoln,OΛn)-bimodule.
As a left dg module it is isomorphic to OPoln(0, 1, 0, 1, . . .). The right module structure is given
by gen · f = g(θ ◦ w0)(f)en for f ∈ OΛn, g ∈ OPoln. 
Although it occurs naturally as an idempotented part of ONHn, it will be convenient to work
with the above dg module via generators and relations.
Definition 3.8. Let Zn be the dg (OPoln,OΛn)-bimodule
Zn := OPolnz, (3.18)
where Zn is a rank-one free left module with a cyclic vector z. The right module structure is
defined by
zf = (θ ◦ w0)(f)z for f ∈ OΛn. (3.19)
The differential is given by
d(z) =
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xiz. (3.20)
We can summarize the results of this subsection as follows.
Corollary 3.9. As dg algebras,
(ONHn, d) ∼= ENDOΛopn (Zn) (3.21)
The differential on ONHn induced by this isomorphism is
d(xi) = x
2
i , d(∂i) = 1. (3.22)
Or, diagrammatically,
d
( )
= , d
( )
= . (3.23)

3.3 The differential of an odd Schur polynomial
In this subsection, we use the structure of the bimodule Zn to compute the value of the differential
d on an odd Schur polynomial. The reader interested only in thin calculus and applications to
the small quantum group u+√−1(sl2) can skip this subsection; its results will not be needed until
Section 4.
To each partition λ of length at most n, we associate an untwisted odd Schur polynomial
sλ = w0θ∂w0(x˜
δx˜λ) (3.24)
and a twisted odd Schur polynomial
s˜λ = (−1)(
n
3)+(
n
2)|λ|w0∂w0(x
λxδ). (3.25)
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Remark 3.10. Our twisted odd Schur polynomial s˜λ is the odd Schur polynomial of [EKL12].
The sign discrepancy of (−1)(n2)|λ| between formulae for the two comes from the fact that Sn
acts by the the permutation representation here but by the tensor product of the permutation
representation and the degree-th power of the sign representation in [EKL12].
Using (2.21) and the computation
xλxδ = (−1)(n2)|λ|(−1)n|λ|+
∑
jλjxδxλ
= (−1)(n−12 )|λ|+(n3)x˜δx˜λ,
(3.26)
it is easy to check that
s˜λ = θ(sλ). (3.27)
Combining this with (2.21), we have two forms of the following “Schur-through-z,” or “SZ rela-
tion”:
zsλ = (−1)(n+1)|λ|w0(s˜λ)z,
s˜λz = zw0(sλ).
(3.28)
Some notation:
• For any partition λ and any 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(λ), the partition λi (respectively, iλ ) is λ with rows i
and below (respectively, i and above) removed.
• If B is a box in some Young diagram in row i and column j, the content of B is defined to
be ct(B) = j − i.
• For partitions λ and µ, the relation “µ = λ+ i ” means that µ is obtained from λ by adding
a box in the i-th row. In this situation, ct( i )means the content of the newly added box.
Proposition 3.11. The differential of an untwisted odd Schur polynomial is given by
d(sλ) =
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{ct( i )}sµ. (3.29)
Proof. From the SZ relation (3.28) and the definition of twisted odd Schur polynomials, we have
zsλ = (−1)(
n
3)+|λ|+
∑
jλj∂w0(x
δxλ)z.
The differential of the left-hand side is
d(zsλ) = d(z)sλ + zd(sλ)
=
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xizsλ + zd(sλ).
(3.30)
The differential of the right-hand side is (−1)(n3)+|λ|+
∑
jλj times
d(∂w0 (x
δxλ)z) = d(∂w0x
δ)xλz+ ∂w0x
δd(xλ)z+ (−1)|λ|∂w0xδxλd(z)
=
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}xi∂w0xδxλz+
ℓ(λ)∑
i=1
(−1)|λi |{λi}∂w0xδxλ+ i z
+ (−1)|λ|
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}∂w0xδxλxiz.
(3.31)
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The second equality used Lemma 3.5 in the first term. Again using SZ (3.28), the first terms in
(3.30) and (3.31) are equal, yielding the equation
zd(sλ) = (−1)(
n
3)+
∑
jλj
(−1)|λ| ℓ(λ)∑
i=1
(−1)|λi |{λi}∂w0xδxλ+ i z+
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}(−1)| iλ |∂w0xδxλ+ i z

= (−1)(n3)+
∑
jλj+|λ|
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi | ({λi}+ (−1)λi{i− 1})∂w0xδxµz
= (−1)(n3)+
∑
jλj+|λ|
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |{ct( i )}∂w0xδxµz
=
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{ct( i )}zsµ.
The second equality follows because ∂w0(x
δxν) = 0 unless ν is a partition. The third follows
from the easily verified identity {λi}+ (−1)λi{i− 1} = {ct( i )}. The fourth follows from the SZ
relation (3.28).
We emphasize that the above is a calculation of d(sλ) in the dg algebraOΛn (or the dg algebra
OPoln). Although the computation made use of the ONHn-action on the bimodule Zn, the result
is independent of the module.
3.4 Categorification of u+√−1(sl2)
Define operators ∂∂xi : OPoln → OPoln by
∂
∂xi
(xj) = δij ,
∂
∂xi
(fg) =
∂
∂xi
(f)g + (−1)p(f)f ∂
∂xi
(g)
(3.32)
for f, g parity homogeneous and 1 ≤ i ≤ n (odd analogues of partial derivatives). Note that
∂
∂xi
(xkj ) = δij{k}xk−1j .
By setting ∂∂xi (1α) = 0, these operators act on OPoln(α) as well.
Lemma 3.12. 1. The operators { ∂∂xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} generate an exterior algebra:(
∂
∂xi
)2
= 0,
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
+
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xi
= 0. (3.33)
2. The differential on the dg algebra OPoln is given by
d =
n∑
i=1
x2i
∂
∂xi
. (3.34)
Proof. Both are easy calculations from the definitions.
Remark 3.13. Equation (3.34) holds on OPoln but only holds on OPoln(α) if and only if α =
(0, . . . , 0).
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For any β = (β1, . . . , βn) ∈ kn, let
hβ =
n∑
i=1
βi
∂
∂xi
(3.35)
be the corresponding odd directional derivative operator.
Lemma 3.14. Let 〈·, ·〉 denote the standard inner product on kn. Then
hβd+ dhβ = 〈α, β〉 (3.36)
as operators on OPoln(α).
Proof. Using the definition of hβ and Lemma 3.12, we compute
dhβ(f1α) = d
(∑
i
βi
∂
∂xi
(f)1α
)
=
∑
i,j
βix
2
j
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xi
(f)1α − (−1)p(f)
∑
i,j
αjβi
∂
∂xi
(f)xj1α,
hβd(f1α) = hβ
(∑
i
x2i
∂
∂xi
(f)1α + (−1)p(f)
∑
i
αifxi1α
)
=
∑
i,j
βj
∂
∂xj
x2i
∂
∂xi
(f)1α + (−1)p(f)
∑
i,j
αiβj
∂
∂xj
(f)xi1α
+
∑
i
αiβif1α.
The second summations of dhβ and hβd cancel. The calculation
∂
∂xi
x2j
∂
∂xj
= x2j
∂
∂xi
∂
∂xj
= −x2j
∂
∂xj
∂
∂xi
shows that the first summations do as well. The remaining term equals 〈α, β〉f1α.
Corollary 3.15. If α ∈ {0, 1}n is not identically 0, then the identity map on OPoln(α) is null-
homotopic.
Proof. If αi 6= 0, then for βj = δij , hβ is a null-homotopy of the identity map.
In particular, if n ≥ 2, then ∂∂x2 is a null-homotopy of the identity map of the dg bimodule Zn
(considered as a left OPoln-module).
For n ≥ 2, the dg algebra ONHn is itself acyclic. One easy way to see this is to appeal to
Corollary 2.8 and express the identity element as a coboundary: 1 = d(∂1). Diagrammatically,
d
(
· · ·
)
= · · · .
Another way to see the acyclicity of ONHn is to give a more explicit formula for the differential
coming from the isomorphism of Corollary 3.9. The set
B′n = {xaz : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− i}
is a basis for Zn as a right OΛn-module. The differential acts as
d(xaz) =
∑
i
({ai}+ (−1)ai{i− 1})xixaz
=
∑
i
{ai + i− 1}xixaz
(3.37)
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on elements of B′n. In particular d(x
n−i
i z) = 0, so d preserves
Un = spank(B
′
n).
Thus
Zn ∼= Un ⊗k OΛn (3.38)
and
ONHn ∼= U∗n ⊗k Un ⊗k OΛn
as right dg OΛn-modules. It is easy to check that Un is an acyclic chain complex for n ≥ 2; hence
another proof that ONHn is an acyclic dg algebra. We summarize the above as:
Proposition 3.16. 1. For any n ∈ Z≥0, Zn is a finite-cell right dg module over OΛn.
2. If n ≥ 2, then ONHn an acyclic dg algebra. Consequently, the derived category D(ONHn)
is equivalent to the zero category whenever n ≥ 2. 
In contrast to the above result, the module Zn is almost never cofibrant when considered as a
left dg module over ONHn.
Proposition 3.17. The following are equivalent:
1. As a left dg module over ONHn, Zn is cofibrant.
2. As a chain complex, Zn is not acyclic.
3. n = 0 or n = 1.
Proof. When n = 0 or 1, Zn ∼= ONHn as the left regular module, so the result is clear. When n ≥ 2,
it follows from equation (3.38) and Proposition 3.16 that both Zn andONHn are acyclic. It suffices
to show that, for these n, Zn is not cofibrant as a left module over ONHn. Consider the canonical
multiplication map
ONHn ⊗ Zn−→Zn, ξ ⊗ fz 7→ ξ(f)z,
which is a surjective map of left dg modules over ONHn. When n ≥ 2, both sides of the equation
are acyclic, so this map is a quasi-isomorphism. If Zn were cofibrant over ONHn, then the multi-
plication map would admit a section, so that Zn would be a dg direct summand of ONHn ⊗ Zn.
Now, apply the functor HOMONHn(−, Zn) to the surjective quasi-isomorphism, we get an injec-
tion of chain-complexes, which would split if Zn were cofibrant:
OΛn ∼= HOMONHn(Zn, Zn)−→HOMONHn(ONHn ⊗ Zn, Zn) ∼= HOMk(Zn, k)⊗ Zn.
The right-hand side of the last map is acyclic when n ≥ 2. Since OΛn is never acyclic (see Propo-
sition A.2), it cannot be a dg direct summand of an acyclic complex. Hence for n ≥ 2, Zn is not
cofibrant over ONHn. The result follows.
The reader interested in the combinatorics of the finite-cell filtration on Zn may consult the
appendix.
Let
D(ONH) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
D(ONHn)
be the direct sum of the derived categories of dg modules overONHn for all n ≥ 0. The inclusion
map
ιm,n : ONHm ⊗ONHn →֒ ONHm+n (3.39)
gives us derived induction and restriction functors on the dg derived categories:
Indm,n := (ιm,n)
∗ : D(ONHm ⊗ONHn)−→D(ONHn+m), (3.40)
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Resm,n := (ιm,n)∗ : D(ONHn+m)−→D(ONHm ⊗ONHn). (3.41)
Summing over all n andm, we obtain functors
Ind :=
⊕
m,n∈Z≥0
Indm,n : D(ONH ⊗ONH)−→D(ONH), (3.42)
Res :=
⊕
m,n∈Z≥0
Resm,n : D(ONH)−→D(ONH⊗ONH). (3.43)
By the discussion in Subsection 2.2.4, the Grothendieck group
K0(ONH) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
K0(D(ONHn))
has a natural Z[
√−1]-module structure. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.12, the derived category
of ONH has the Ku¨nneth-type property with respect toK0:
K0(ONHn ⊗ONHm) ∼= K0(ONHn)⊗
Z[
√−1] K0(ONHm). (3.44)
Hence the symbols [Ind] and [Res] turn K0(ONH) into a
√−1-bialgebra, as in [EKL12]. Compar-
ing the
√−1-bialgebras u+ andK0(ONH) using Subsection 2.1 and Proposition 4.12, we have the
following.
Theorem 3.18. The map
u+ → K0(ONH), E 7→ [ONH1],
is an isomorphism of
√−1-bialgebras. 
Finally, we remark that the restriction functor Res is not quite the optimal one for categori-
fying r. Later, we will see that when we embed u+ into a bigger twisted bialgebra, it is more
natural to consider a different restriction functor. The situation has already appeared in the cate-
gorification of u+q (sl2) at a prime root of unity in [KQ12, Section 3.3].
4 Differential graded thick calculus
4.1 Thick strands and functors
The diagrams we have been working with so far are useful for representing elements of ONHn.
Recall thatONHn has, up to isomorphism and shift, a unique indecomposable projective module
Pn and that the regular representation decomposes as
ONHn ∼= P⊕[n]!n .
The module Pn is just the skew polynomial representation OPoln ∼= ONHnen on which xi acts
as multiplication and ∂i acts as an odd divided difference operator. The left module structure on
the bimodule Zn of the previous section is isomorphic to Pn.
In [EKL12], diagrammatics were introduced for ONHn-linear endomorphisms of Pn. The
identity map Pn → Pn is drawn as a thick strand,
n
= en.
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For any f ∈ O˜Λn, we define
n
f
= enfen.
Remark 4.1. The technique of thick calculus was first introduced in [KLMS12] for the (even)
nilHecke algebra. Its odd analogue was studied in [EKL12]. Our conventions differ from those
of [EKL12] by a reflection about a horizontal axis. This is because we use the idempotent en =
(−1)(n3)∂w0xδ while the latter work adopts (−1)(
n
3)xδ∂w0 .
Equation (2.64) of [EKL12] implies that for f, g ∈ O˜Λn we have ∂w0f = w0(f)∂w0 . Hence
enfengen = enfgen. Diagrammatically, this reads
n
f
g
=
n
gf
.
Summarizing the above discussion, thick diagrams with labels are considered as elements of
the graded endomorphism algebra ENDONHn(Pn), which is isomorphic to O˜Λn by Statement 2
of Proposition 2.16, and Pn becomes a (ONHn, O˜Λn)-bimodule. We would like to regard Pn as
a right module over the untwisted odd symmetric polynomials OΛn. To do this, we identify Pn
with the bimodule Zn = OPolnz over (ONHn,OΛn) (Definition 3.8). In other words, the right
OΛn action on Pn comes from the ring isomorphism θ ◦ w0 : OΛn−→O˜Λn (see equation (3.19)).
A thick strand of thickness 1 can also be drawn as a thin (ordinary) strand. When convenient,
several thin strands will be drawn as one thin strand with a label,
n
=
· · ·
n strands
.
If there are generators present that make the label redundant, we drop the label.
In a diagramwith a+b strands, suppose we bunch the first a together and the last b together. If
we cross these bunches, we are drawing a divided difference operator ∂wa,b , where wa,b(i) = a+ i
for 1 ≤ i ≤ a and wa,b(i) = i− a for a+ 1 ≤ i ≤ a+ b. As a matter of convention, we will always
use the reduced expression
wa,b = (sbsb−1 · · · s1)(sb+1sa · · · s2) · · · (sa+b−1sa+b · · · sa).
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Diagrammatically,
ba
=
a b
(4.1)
The rules for combining and associating crossings of bunched thin strands involve easily com-
puted signs; see Subsection 3.2.4 of [EKL12].
Let
OΛa,b := OΛa ⊗k OΛb.
For a, b positive integers define splitters,
a+ b
a b
:=
a+ b
a b
ea+b
ea eb
,
a+ b
a b
:=
a b
a+ b
ea eb
ea+b
. (4.2)
Splitter diagrams can carry labels by elements of O˜Λa ⊗k O˜Λb on the top legs and labels from
O˜Λa+b on the bottom. These diagrams are subject to the relation
(−1)(s2)
a+ b
a b
e˜s
=
s∑
l=0
(−1)aℓ
a+ b
a b
e˜l
e˜s−l
,
which can be checked using the convenient relation
enx1 · · ·xken = e˜ken.
In other words, the collection of these diagrams span a k-vector space isomorphic to O˜Λa ⊠
O˜Λb, considered as a bimodule over the rings OΛa ⊗k OΛb and OΛa+b, with the untwisted odd
symmetric polynomials acting on the module via the θ ◦ w0 twisting as before. Tensor product
with this bimodule gives rise to a functor(
O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb
)
⊗OΛa+b (−) : OΛa+b−dmod−→OΛa ⊗OΛb−dmod. (4.3)
The thin diagrams correspond to the explicit embedding of this bimodule inside the spaceONHa+b,
the latter considered as a bimodule over ONHa ⊗ONHb and ONHa+b. This embedding will help
us determine the differential action on the thick generators in the next subsection.
The other splitter diagram also affords a similar functorial interpretation, and we leave it to
the reader to spell out the details.
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Two special cases of splitter diagrams called exploders are defined by
· · ·
n
=
n
∂w0 ,
· · ·
n
=
n
en . (4.4)
For relations involving exploded subsets of strands, relative heights of exploders, and the asso-
ciativity of exploders, see Subsection 4.2.1 of [EKL12]. The latter allows us to consider the dg
bimodule Zn as a functor
Zn ⊗OΛn (−) : OΛn−dmod−→OPoln−dmod. (4.5)
We have the following relation
· · ·
n
· · ·
f = ∂w0(f)
n
for f ∈ OPoln.
In particular, if λ is a partition with at most n parts, then
· · ·
n
· · ·
xλxδ = (−1)(
n
3)+(
n
2)|λ| w0(s˜λ)
n
.
We will use these relations in the next subsection.
4.2 Odd dg thick calculus
4.2.1 Differential on splitters
As we have seen in the previous subsection, splitters (and exploders) sit inside idempotented
pieces of odd nilHecke algebras. Therefore we can use Lemma 2.2 to compute the action of the
differential dONH on them. In the next subsection, we will give a more intrinsic explanation of
these differentials from a dg module-theoretic point of vie
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To start, we simply observe that the thick strand with no label on it is identified with the
identity endomorphism inside the ring
ENDONHn(Pn)
∼= ENDONHn(ONHnen) ∼= enONHnen.
By Lemma 3.5,
end(en) =
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}enxien =
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}∂w0
(
xδxi
)
∂w0x
δ.
Unless i = 1, ∂w0
(
xδxi
)
= 0, and it follows that end(en) = 0. In general, by Lemma 2.2, the
differential acts on a decorated thick strand as
d(enϕen) = end(ϕ)en + (−1)p(ϕ)enϕd(en),
where ϕ ∈ O˜Λn.
Proposition 4.2. The differentials of the splitters are given by
d

a+ b
a b
 = {a}
a+ b
a b
e˜1
, (4.6)
d

a+ b
a b
 = (−1)
ab−1{b}
a+ b
a b
e˜1
. (4.7)
Here and elsewhere, putting a coupon labeled by the elementary symmetric polynomial ek
on a subset of the strands means to use the polynomial ek in those variables. For example: if e˜1
is placed on strands a+ 1 through b+ 1 as above, this stands for the element
xa+1 − xa+2 + xa+3 − . . .+ (−1)b−1xa+b ∈ O˜Λ(xa+1, . . . , xa+b) ⊆ OPola+b.
Proof. First we introduce some notation. We work on a+b strands, so ∂w is the divided difference
operator for a permutation w ∈ Sa+b. Let
• ∂′w denote the divided difference operator ∂w on strands 1, . . . , a for w ∈ Sa;
• ∂′′w denote the divided difference operator ∂w on strands a+ 1, . . . , a+ b for w ∈ Sb;
• ∂a,b be the divided difference operator of (4.1);
• θa,b ∈ {±1} be defined by ∂w0 = θa,b∂a,b∂′w0∂′′w0 ;
• xδ′ = xa−11 xa−22 · · ·xa−1, xδ
′′
= xb−1a+1x
b−2
a+2 · · ·xa+b−1.
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The upwards-opening splitter is given by eaebea+b. We compute:
d

 =
d(ea+b)
ea eb
(3.16)
a∑
i=1
{i− 1}
ea+b
ea eb
xi +
a+b∑
i=a+1
{i− 1}
ea+b
ea eb
xi
= {a}
ea+b
ea eb
xa+1
= (−1)(b3){a}
ea+b
ea
∂′′w0
xδ
′′
xa+1
(3.25) {a}
e˜1
.
The third equality deserves comment. Since ea and eb commute, we have either
{i− 1}∂′w0xδ
′
xi∂w0 or {i− 1}∂′′w0xδ
′′
xi∂w0
as a factor in each term; the former for 1 ≤ i ≤ a, the latter for a + 1 ≤ i ≤ a + b. In either
expression, if there are adjacent equal powers xkjx
k
j+1, then the expression is equal to 0. So the
only potentially nonzero term is the latter, in the case i = a+ 1.
The other differential is computed similarly:
d

 = d

ea eb
ea+b
 = (−1)(
a
3)+(
b
3)+(
a
2)(
b
2)θa,bd
 xδ′ xδ′′
ea+b
∂w0

= (−1)(a3)+(b3)+(a2)(b2)θa,b
 xδ′ xδ′′
ea+b
d(∂w0)
+ (−1)(a+b2 )
d(xδ
′
)
xδ
′′
ea+b
∂w0
+ (−1)(a+b2 )+(a2)
xδ
′
d(xδ
′′
)
ea+b
∂w0

.
Inside the square brackets, there are three differentials. We compute them using equations (3.16)
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and (3.17):
d(∂w0)x
δ′xδ
′′
=
a+b∑
i=1
{i− 1}xi∂w0xδ
′
xδ
′′ − (−1)(a+b2 )
a+b∑
i=1
{a+ b− i}∂w0xixδ
′
xδ
′′
,
(−1)(a+b2 )∂w0d(xδ
′
)xδ
′′
= (−1)(a+b2 )
a∑
i=1
{a− i}∂w0xixδ
′
xδ
′′
,
(−1)(a+b2 )+(a2)∂w0xδ
′
d(xδ
′′
) = (−1)(a+b2 )+(a2)
a+b∑
i=a+1
{a+ b− i}∂w0xδ
′
xix
δ′′ .
The first summation of d(∂w0)x
δ′xδ
′′
becomes 0 when left-multiplied by ea+b (as with the third
equality of the previous computation). The i = a+1, . . . , a+ b terms of the second summation of
the same differential cancel with ∂w0x
δ′d(xδ
′′
). Hence
d

 = (−1)(a3)+(b3)+(a2)(b2)θa,bea+b a∑
i=1
(−1)(a+b2 ) ({a− i} − {a+ b− i})∂w0xixδ
′
xδ
′′
= (−1)a−1{b}
e˜1
.
We finish the proof of the formulas by observing that (−1)a−1{b} = (−1)ab−1{b} for any integers
a, b.
Corollary 4.3. The action of the differential on exploders are given as follows:
d

· · ·
n

=
n∑
i=1
{i− 1}
· · ·
i
n
,
d
 · · ·
n

= −(−1)(n2)
n∑
i=1
{n− i}
· · ·
i
n
.
(4.8)
Proof. Follows directly from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5
This differential action on exploders should be compared with the dg structure on the bimod-
ule Zn given by (3.20).
4.3 Thick calculus and bimodules
In this subsection, we give a more intrinsic explanation of the origin of the dg thick calculus
defined above.
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4.3.1 An odd analogue of the cohomology of Grassmannians
It is well known that usual cohomology ring of the Grassmannian Gr(a, b) := {V ⊂ Ca+b :
dim(V ) = a} has a presentation as
H∗(Gr(a, b),Z) ∼= Λa/(hm : m > b).
The Borel presentation of this ring, which ismore symmetric in a and b, is a realization ofH(Gr(a, b),Z)
as a specialization of the GL-equivariant cohomology ring
H∗GL(a+b,C)(Gr(a, b),Z) ∼= Λa ⊗ Λb
via the base change map
H∗GL(a+b,C)(pt,Z) ∼= Λa+b−→Z, hm 7→ 0 (m > 0).
Therefore, denoting the augmentation ideal of the last map by Λ+a+b, we have
H∗(Gr(a, b),Z) ∼= (Λa ⊗ Λb)/Λ+a+b.
An odd analogue of H∗(Gr(a, b),Z) is the superalgebra
O˜Ha,b = O˜Λa/(h˜m : m > b) (4.9)
first introduced in [EKL12, Section 5]. Now we define the analogue of the Borel presentation of
this ring. We will work with untwisted odd symmetric polynomials; twisted counterparts can be
defined analogously.
Consider the rank-one (OΛa ⊗ OΛb)-submodule OΛa ⊠ OΛb inside OPola+b. If we write
ek(x) = ek(x1, . . . , xa) for odd elementary polynomials inOΛa and ek(y) = ek(xa+1, . . . , xa+b) for
odd elementary polynomials inOΛb, then it is clear thatOΛa⊠OΛb is stable under right multipli-
cation by elements of OΛa+b, the latter generated by the elementary polynomials in x1, . . . , xa+b,
ek(x, y) = ek(x1, . . . , xa+b) ∈ OΛa+b.
Let
M = (OΛa ⊠OΛb) ·OΛ+a+b ⊂ OΛa ⊠OΛb
be the left submodule generated by odd elementary polynomials in both x and y of positive
degree. The submoduleM is also closed under right multiplication by elements of OΛa+b, so we
can viewM as a (OΛa ⊗ OΛb,OΛa+b)-bimodule.
Lemma 4.4. The map
γ : OHa,b → (OΛa ⊠OΛb)/M
ek 7→ (−1)(
k
2)ek(x)
(4.10)
is an isomorphism of left OΛa-modules.
Proof. In OHa,b, there is a relation
k∑
i=0
(−1)i+(i2)eihk−i = 0 (k ≥ 0) (4.11)
[EKL12, Lemma 2.8]. In OΛa ⊗OΛb, there is the obvious relation
ek(x, y) =
k∑
i=0
ei(x)ek−i(y). (4.12)
Combining these equations, it follows that the map γ is well defined and that γ(hk) = (−1)kek(y).
Since elementary polynomials in the separate sets of variables x and y generate OΛa ⊠OΛb, this
map is surjective. By comparing graded ranks, it follows that γ is an isomorphism.
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The map γ is not a homomorphism of (OΛa ⊗ OΛb)-modules. By the odd Grassmannian
relation, the images under γ of the complete symmetric polynomials hk in OHa,b are multiples
of odd elementary polynomials in 1 ⊠ OΛb. Hence these images supercommute with odd ele-
mentary polynomials in OΛa ⊠ 1. But odd complete and odd elementary polynomials do not
supercommute in OHa,b.
In what follows, we will mainly consider the odd analogue OH(Gr(a, b)) ∼= OΛa ⊗ OΛb of
the equivariant cohomology ring. Note that OH(Gr(a, b)) is naturally a (OΛa ⊗ OΛb,OΛa+b)-
bimodule.
4.3.2 A generalization: the bimodules Za
To match our earlier conventions, let O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb be the rank-one OΛa ⊗ OΛb-module with one
generator z:
O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb := (OΛa ⊗ OΛb) · z,
where the “·” action is via the ring isomorphism θ : OΛa ⊗OΛb−→O˜Λa ⊗ O˜Λb of equation (2.19):
(f ⊗ g) · z := (θ(f)⊗ θ(g))z
The isomorphism θ also equips with O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb a right module structure over OΛa+b: for any
f ∈ OΛa+b,
z · f := (θ ◦ w0)(f)z.
This twisted structure is needed to match with Lemma 2.18. One could instead proceed with
untwisted odd symmetric polynomials in what follows and apply the twisting maps at the end.
Recall the “hat” variant of the odd Schur polynomials [EKL12, Definition 4.10]. Define
ηnλ =
∑
j
λj
(
n− j + 1
2
)
, (4.13)
̂˜sλ = (−1)(n3)+ηnλ (w0 ◦ ∂w0)(xλn1 · · ·xn−1+λ1n ) ∈ O˜Λn, (4.14)
ŝλ = (−1)(
n
3)+η
n
λ (θ ◦ w0 ◦ ∂w0)
(
xλn1 · · ·xλ1+n−1n
)
∈ OΛn. (4.15)
Note the differences with loco citato: our s˜λ, ̂˜sλ are respectively that paper’s sλ, ŝλ and our sλ, ŝλ
do not appear. The relationship between ordinary and hat Schur polynomials is rather simple.
Lemma 4.5. The four variants of odd Schur polynomials are related as follows:
sλ oo
(−1)(
n
3)+(
n−1
2 )|λ|+
∑
i<j λiλjw0 //
OO
θ

ŝλOO
θ

s˜λ oo
(−1)(
n
3)+(
n
2)|λ|+
∑
i<j λiλjw0 // ̂˜sλ
(4.16)
Proof. The proof is a dance with signs and is left to the reader. A useful fact is that
∂1(∂2∂1) · · · (∂n−1 · · · ∂1) = ∂n−1(∂n−2∂n−1) · · · (∂1 · · · ∂n−1).
(The left-hand side was our definition of ∂w0 .)
With a little computation, Lemma 4.5 implies
̂˜sλ = (−1)∑i<j λiλj∂w0 (xλxδ) . (4.17)
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We have hat versions of the SZ relation (3.28), the Pieri rule, and the computation of the differen-
tial of an untwisted odd Schur polynomial:
̂˜sλz = zw0(ŝλ), (4.18)
e˜1̂˜sλ = ∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)(n−12 )+|λi |̂˜sµ, (4.19)
d(ŝλ) = (−1)(
n−1
2 )
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)| iλ |+i−1{ct( i )}ŝµ. (4.20)
We omit proofs of these; a useful fact for the last is that d ◦ w0 = w0 ◦ d.
The odd hat Schur polynomials form the basis dual to the basis of Schur polynomials in the bi-
modules Za,b we will define below. For a partition α ∈ Par(a, b), let α̂ ∈ Par(b, a) be its conjugate.
Consider the space of diagrams considered in [EKL12, Theorem 4.16],
Ea,b := span

a b
a b
̂˜sαˆ
s˜β
f
∣∣∣∣α, β ∈ P (b, a); f ∈ O˜Λa+b

.
Our goal in this section is to show that this space, equipped with the differential given above,
naturally arises as the dg endomorphism algebra of a certain dg bimodule Za,b.
Regarding O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb as the rank-one free module over O˜Λa ⊗ O˜Λb, there is a right O˜Λa+b-
linear “trace” map
∂a,b := ∂wa,b : O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb−→O˜Λa+b, f 7→ ∂wa,b(f),
where ∂wa,b is given in equation (4.1). We will abbreviate ∂wa,b by ∂a,b in what follows. This is
not quite a trace map in the usual sense because O˜Λa+b is not supercommutative. We will draw
this trace map as
∂a,b =
a+ b
a b
.
As a right module over O˜Λa+b, it is shown in [EKL12, Proposition 4.11] that O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb has
bases
{̂˜sλ(x) = ̂˜sλ ⊠ 1}λ∈Par(a,b), {s˜µ(y) = 1⊠ s˜µ}λ∈Par(b,a) (4.21)
satisfying
∂a,b(̂˜sλ(x)s˜µ(y)) = ±δλ,µˆ. (4.22)
The explicit sign is given by [EKL12, (4.35)].
Definition 4.6. Let d be the differential on the (OΛa,b,OΛa+b)-bimodule O˜Λa ⊠ O˜Λb determined
by its action on the module generator z by
d(z) = {a}e˜1(y)z
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and extended to the whole space using to the Leibniz rule. This is a left dg module over OΛa ⊗
OΛb. Furthermore, it is easy to check that the right OΛa+b-action
z · h := (θ ◦ w0)(h)z.
is compatible with d. We denote the resulting dg bimodule by Za,b.
Lemma 4.7. The differential on Za,b acts on the basis element s˜λ(y)z by
d(s˜λ(y)z) =
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{a+ ct( i )}s˜µ(y)z,
where the sum is over all partitions µ ∈ Par(b, a) obtained from λ by adding a box.
Proof. For the duration of this proof, we abbreviate f(y) ∈ Za,b by simply f . The odd Pieri rule
[Ell13, Proposition 3.6] tells us that
s˜λe˜1 =
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)| iλ |s˜µ. (4.23)
It follows, using Proposition 3.11, that
d(s˜λz) = d(s˜λ)z+ (−1)|λ|s˜λd(z)
=
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{ct( i )}s˜µz+ {a}
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λ|−| iλ |s˜µz
=
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{ct( i )}s˜µz+ {a}
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+λi s˜µz
=
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1
(
{ct( i )}+ (−1)ct( i ){a}
)
s˜µz
=
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{ct( i ) + a}s˜µz,
where we have used that ct( i ) = λi − i+ 1. The lemma follows.
Corollary 4.8. The basis {s˜µ(y)z|µ ∈ Par(b, a)} of Za,b over OΛa+b is d-stable. In particular, Za,b
is cofibrant as a right dg module over OΛa+b.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma since, if a box in the first row and (a+1)-st column
is added to a Young diagram in Par(b, a) resulting in a new Young diagram µ, the corresponding
coefficient in front of µ equals
(−1)|λi |+i−1{a+ a}s˜µ = 0.
The first claim follows. To show the second, introduce an increasing filtration on this d-stable
basis, starting with the top degree term and iteratively adding terms of equal or lower degrees.
This induces a dg filtration on Za,b whose subquotients are all isomorphic to OΛa+b. Therefore,
Za,b is a finite-cell module in the sense of Example 2.4, and thus is cofibrant.
The composition of the OPoln-involution θ : O˜Λa+b−→OΛa+b with the map ∂a,b gives a
OΛa+b-linear trace
z
∨ := θ ◦ ∂a,b, (4.24)
which is an element of the space
Z∨a,b := HOMOΛa+b(Za,b,OΛa+b). (4.25)
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Since Za,b is free as a right module over OΛa+b of graded rank
4
[
a+b
a
]
q
and free of rank one on
the left over OΛa,b, it follows that Z
∨
a,b is a (OΛa+b,OΛa,b)-bimodule with z
∨ as a lowest degree
bimodule generator.
Definition 4.9. In what follows, we will call Z∨a,b the dual bimodule to Za,b. As a right module over
OΛa,b,
Z∨a,b ∼= z∨ · (OΛa ⊗OΛb), d(z∨) = (−1)ab−1{b}z∨e˜1(x). (4.26)
Corollary 4.10. The trace map z∨ : Za,b−→OΛa+b, and its differential are compatible with the dg
bimodule structure on Za,b in the sense that
d(z∨(fz)) = d(z∨)(fz) + (−1)abz∨(d(fz)).
Proof. Right multiplying both sides by an element of OΛa+b does not change the validity of the
equation. Therefore, it suffices to check the equation on the basis elements {s˜µ(y)z|µ ∈ Par(b, a)}
of Za,b. There are two non-trivial cases: µ = (a
b) and µ = (ab−1, a− 1). The three quantities to be
compared are
1. d((θ ◦ ∂a,b)(s˜µ(y)z)),
2. (−1)ab−1{b}(θ ◦ ∂a,b)(e˜1(x)s˜µ(y)z), and
3. (−1)ab(θ ◦ ∂a,b)(d(s˜µ(y)z)).
One computes these quantities using dual bases of (4.21) (along with the sign of [EKL12, (4.35)]),
the Pieri rule (4.23), and Lemma 4.7. Note that z∨ takes values in OΛa+b considered as a dg algebra,
so that d(z∨(f)) = 0 if z∨(f) is a scalar. It follows that for µ = (ab), all three terms are zero. For
µ = (ab−1, a − 1), the first term is zero and the second and third cancel by the computations of
[EKL12, Section 4].
Corollary 4.11. As a left dg module over OΛa+b, Z
∨
a,b is cofibrant of graded rank
[
a+b
a
]
q
.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.10 and the orthogonality equation 4.22 that
{z∨̂˜sλ(x)|λ ∈ Par(a, b)}
is a d-stable basis of Z∨a,b. Therefore, as in the proof Corollary 4.8, Z
∨
a,b is a right finite-cell dg
module over OΛa+b and is therefore cofibrant. The graded rank count also follows.
Using the trace map, we can construct various endomorphisms of the bimodule Za,b as fol-
lows. For any gz ∈ Za,b, and z∨f ∈ Z∨a,b, we define
Za,b ⊗OΛa+b Z∨a,b−→ENDOΛa+b(Za,b), (gz, z∨f) 7→ gw0(∂a,b(f · −))z.
Diagrammatically, given h(x, y) ∈ O˜Λa+b, s˜β(y) ∈ O˜Λb and ̂˜sαˆ(x) ∈ O˜Λb, consider the diagram
ϕ :=
a b
a b
̂˜sαˆ
s˜β
h
4Weuse quantum numbers with a subscript q to indicate that it is a Laurent polynomial inZ[q±1], instead of evaluated
at
√
−1.
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from the beginning of this section. This map ϕ acts on Za,b by first multiplying any element of
Za,b on the left with ̂˜sαˆ, then taking the trace into O˜Λa+b while left multiplying by h, and finally
multiplying the resulting element with s˜β and sending it back into Za,b. It is clear that such a
map, by construction, is right OΛa+b-linear. Denote by Ea,b the space of all such endomorphisms
of Za,b.
Proposition 4.12. For any a, b ∈ N, the following properties of the dg module Za,b hold.
1. The graded rightOΛa+b-linear endomorphism algebraENDOΛop
a+b
(Za,b) computes theREND-
complex of Za,b over OΛa,b:
RENDOΛop
a+b
(Za,b) ∼= ENDOΛop
a+b
(Za,b).
Likewise, the graded left OΛa+b-linear endomorphism algebra ENDOΛa+b(Z
∨
a,b) also com-
putes its own REND-complex in the derived category.
2. The diagrammatic dg algebra Ea,b is isomorphic to the graded right dg endomorphism
algebra of Za,b as well as the left dg endomorphism algebra of the dual bimodule:
Ea,b ∼= ENDOΛop
a+b
(Za,b) ∼= ENDOΛa+b(Z∨a,b).
Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 4.8. The second one follows by a graded rank
count.
More generally, let a = (a1, . . . , ar) be a composition of n. There is a (OΛa1⊗· · ·⊗OΛar ,OΛn)-
bimodule structure on
Za := (O˜Λa1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ O˜Λar)za.
Using (4.1) and splitter associativity, a right O˜Λn-spanning set for this bimodule can be drawn as
(f1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ fr)za =
· · ·
f1 f2 fr
,
with fi ∈ O˜Λai for each i. Give this bimodule the differential structure determined on the gener-
ator z by
dz :=
n∑
i=2
{a1 + · · ·+ ai−1}e˜1(xa1+···+ai−1+1, . . . , xa1+···+ai)z.
We call this dg bimodule Za. It possesses a trace map
∂a : Za−→OΛn, ∂a := ∂a1,a2∂a1+a2,a3 · · · ∂a1+···ar−1,ar . (4.27)
Let b be another composition of n. Elements of the dual Z∨b of Zb this with respect to the trace
pairing ∂a are drawn as
z
∨
b (g1 ⊠ · · ·⊠ gs) =
· · ·g1 g2 gs
.
Note that in the case r = 2, diagrams for Z(a1,a2) (intrinsic) look identical to the splitter dia-
grams in the odd nilHecke algebra as described in the previous subsection (extrinsic). By the end
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of this subsection, we will have proven the intrinsic and extrinsic descriptions are of isomorphic
dg bimodules. The generator z of the extrinsic description corresponds to the “n-to-1” intrinsic
generator z(1,1,...,1). When confusion is unlikely, we will write z for any za.
It follows from Lemma 4.7 that, if λ0 = (a
a2
1 ) is the full (a1 × a2)-rectangle, then
d(s˜λ0 (y)z) = 0,
since the only possible box that can be added has content −a1. It also follows that the free abelian
group spanned by the basis elements {s˜λ(y)z : λ ∈ Par(b, a)}, denoted by
Va1,a2 :=
⊕
λ∈Par(b,a)
Z · s˜λ(y)z,
is d-stable. The cohomology of the chain complex Va,b is computed in Subsection A.3 of the
appendix.
It is easy to generalize the above using induction on the length of the composition a. The
result is the next proposition. To state it, we will interprete the graded rank of the dg-bimodule
Za in terms of quantummultinomial coefficients for a generic q value: [n]q := (q
n−q−n)/(q−q−1),
[n]q! := [n]q[n− 1]q · · · [1]q, and, for any decomposition a = (a1, . . . , ak) of n, we set[
n
a
]
q
:=
[n]q!
[a1]q! · · · [ak]q! .
Proposition 4.13. 1. The set
{s˜λ1(x1, . . . , xa1)s˜λ2(x1, . . . , xa1+a2) · · · s˜λk−1(x1, . . . , xa1+...+ak−1)},
where each λi ranges over all partitions which fit into a (a1 + . . .+ ai−1)× ai box, is a basis
for Za as a free O˜Λn-module.
2. The Z-span of this basis is d-stable.
3. The space of OΛn-module homomorphisms Za → Zb is a freeOΛn-module of graded rank
grankOΛnHOM(Za, Zb) =
[
n
a
]
q
[
n
b
]
q
.
4.4 Categorification of U+√−1(sl2)
For simplicity, we fix our ground ring k to be a field5 in this section. Our goal in this subsection is
to categorify U+ as a
√−1-twisted bialgebra together with the embedding of twisted bialgebras
u+ ⊂ U+. To do so, we will consider the following dg functors.
Definition 4.14. The dual bimodule Z∨a,b := HOMOΛa+b(Za,b,OΛa+b), whose generator z
∨ is
given by the trace map of Corollary 4.10, gives rise to the derived functor
Z∨a,b ⊗LOΛa,b (−) : D(OΛa)×D(OΛb)−→D(OΛa+b),
(M,N) 7→ Z∨a,b ⊗LOΛa,b (M ⊠N).
Summing over all a, b ∈ Z≥0, and denoting D(OΛ) := ⊕a∈Z≥0D(OΛa), we obtain a functor
I :=
⊕
a,b∈Z≥0
Z∨a,b ⊗LOΛa,b (−) : D(OΛ)×D(OΛ)−→D(OΛ),
which we will call the multiplication functor.
5Since OΛn is formal by the cohomology computation in Proposition A.3), everything here works over Z as well,
using Theorem 2.7.
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Proposition 4.12 gives an explicit way to compute the space of natural transformations of this
functor I, component-wise and diagrammatically, in terms of dg bimodule homomorphisms.
Definition 4.15. 1. The bimodule Z♮a,b is the dg bimodule over (OΛa,b,OΛa+b) given by
(O˜Λa ⊗ O˜Λb) · z♮, d(z♮) = 0.
The degree of the generator z♮ is defined to be zero.
2. The bimodule Z♮a,b gives rise to a derived functor
Z♮a,b ⊗LOΛa+b (−) : D(OΛa+b)−→D(OΛa,b),
M 7→ Z♮a,b ⊗LOΛa,b M.
Taking sum over all a, b ∈ Z≥0, we obtain a functorR, which will be called the comultiplica-
tion functor,
R :=
⊕
a,b∈Z≥0
Z♮a,b ⊗LOΛa+b (−) : D(OΛ)−→D(OΛ⊗OΛ).
Here D(OΛ ⊗OΛ) is understood to be the direct sum of categories
D(OΛ⊗OΛ) :=
⊕
a,b∈Z≥0
D(OΛa ⊗OΛb).
Lemma 4.16. On the level of Grothendieck groups, there is an isomorphism of free Z[
√−1]-
modules
K0(D(OΛ⊗OΛ)) ∼= K0(OΛ)⊗
Z[
√−1] K0(OΛ).
Proof. It suffices to check that, component-wise,
K0(D(OΛa ⊗OΛb)) ∼= K0(OΛa)⊗
Z[
√−1] K0(OΛb).
SinceOΛa,OΛb andOΛa,b are all positive dg algebras, the result follows from Corollary 2.6. Both
sides are isomorphic to Z[
√−1].
Recall the
√−1-bialgebra U+ of Subsection 2.1.
Theorem 4.17. The derived category D(OΛ), together with the functors
I : D(OΛ)×D(OΛ)−→OΛ, R : D(OΛ)−→D(OΛ⊗OΛ),
categorifies U+ as a
√−1-twisted bialgebra. That is, K0(D(OΛ)) ∼= U+, with the symbols of the
rank-one free dg module [OΛa〈−
(
a
2
)〉] identified with the generator E(a). The symbols of the
functors I andR give rise to the multiplication and comultiplication structures on U+.
Proof. It is clear that
K0(D(OΛ)) =
⊕
a∈Z≥0
K0(D(OΛa)) ∼=
⊕
a∈Z≥0
Z[
√−1][E(a)],
where we identify the symbol of the rank-one free dg module OΛa〈−
(
a
2
)〉 with E(a).
We now check that the relation (2.1) is lifted to the categorical level, modulo the grading shifts.
I(OΛa ⊠ OΛb) = Z∨a,b ⊗LOΛa,b (OΛa ⊠OΛb) = Z∨a,b.
As a left dg module over OΛa+b, we have seen that Z
∨
a,b is finite-cell (see Example 2.4) and thus
cofibrant. The subquotients of the finite-cell structure are
[
a+b
a
]
shifted copies of the rank-one free
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module OΛa+b, by Corollary 4.11. Hence in the Grothendieck group K0(OΛa+b), we have the
equality of symbols
[I(OΛa ⊠OΛb)] = [Z∨a,b] =
[
a+ b
a
]
[OΛa+b].
Similarly, the comultiplication functor R sends the symbol [OΛn], which is identified with E(n),
to the sum of objects
[R(OΛa+b)] =
∑
a+b=n
[Z♮a,b] =
∑
a+b
[OΛa]⊗
Z[
√−1] [OΛb].
In the last equality, we have used Lemma 4.16.
It is an easy exercise to match our grading choices with equations (2.1) and (2.2). The result
follows.
Finally, we relate the categorified small (Theorem 3.18) and big (Theorem 4.17) quantized
enveloping algebras for sl2 at a fourth root of unity. This will be a categorical lifting of the em-
bedding of u+ inside U+.
Consider the bimodule Zn and its dual Z
∨
n in Definition 3.8, which are respectively dg bi-
modules over (ONHn,OΛn) and (OΛn,ONHn) by Corollary 3.9. The differential actions on the
module generators are diagrammatically depicted in Corollary 4.3.
Recall that we have denoted byD(ONH) andD(OΛ) the direct sums of dg derived categories,
D(ONH) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
D(ONHn), D(OΛ) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
D(OΛn).
We also collect together the abelian and homotopy categories:
ONH−dmod :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
ONHn−dmod, H(ONH) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
H(ONHn), (4.28)
OΛ−dmod :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
OΛn−dmod, H(OΛ) :=
⊕
n∈Z≥0
H(OΛn). (4.29)
Definition 4.18. Let JA be the functor JA : ONH−dmod−→OΛ−dmod, which is component-
wise given by
JAn : ONHn−dmod−→OΛn−dmod,
M 7→ Z∨n ⊗ONHn M.
This functor induces functors JH, J of homotopy and derived categories, respectively.
Corollary 4.19. The derived functor J : D(ONH)−→D(OΛ) is a fully faithful embedding of
derived categories. On the level of Grothendieck groups, this categorifies the embedding of u+
inside U+ as a sub-twisted bialgebra.
Proof. Since D(ONHn) ≃ 0 if n ≥ 2 (Proposition 3.16), one only has to prove the result for the
components J0 and J1, in which cases the result is clear.
However, this embedding on the homotopy level is not quite so trivial. In fact, it is easy to
check that the underived tensor productwith Z∨n gives rise to an equivalence of abelian categories
of dg modules over ONH and OΛ:
JAn : ONHn−dmod−→OΛn−dmod,
M 7→ Z∨n ⊗ONHn M.
(4.30)
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The quasi-inverse of JAn is given by the tensor product with Zn:
(JAn )−1 : OΛn−dmod−→ONHn−dmod,
M 7→ Zn ⊗OΛn M.
(4.31)
This is because, as bimodules,
Zn ⊗OΛn Z∨n ∼= ONHn, Z∨n ⊗ONHn Zn ∼= OΛn.
It follows that the functors descend to triangulated equivalences between the homotopy cate-
gories:
JHn : H(ONHn)−→H(OΛn), (JHn )−1 : H(OΛn)−→H(ONHn).
Therefore, if one wants the categorical bialgebra embedding to be respected on the abelian
and homotopy category levels, the restriction functor used in Theorem 3.18 will not do. Instead,
one should consider a more “natural” induction functor onONH, which is given by the (derived)
tensor product with the bimodule
ONH♮ :=
⊕
a,b∈Z≥0
ONH♮a+b.
Each of the individual components ONH♮a+b is an (ONHa ⊗ ONHb,ONHa+b)-bimodule of rank
one over ONHa+b, equipped with the differential
ONH♮a+b := 1
♮ONHa+b, d(1
♮) = {a}e˜1(xa+1, . . . , xa+b)1♮. (4.32)
Alternatively, this bimodule is isomorphic, up to a degree and parity shift, to the right ideal
generated by (xa+1 . . . xa+b)
a inside ONHn. It follows from this isomorphism that ONH
♮
a+b is a
dg (ONHa ⊗ONHb,ONHa+b)-bimodule.
Definition 4.20. The functor Res♮ is given by the derived tensor product with ONH♮,
Res♮ := ONH♮ ⊗LONH (−) : D(ONH)−→D(ONH⊗ONH).
This restriction functor behaves better on the homotopy category H(ONH) than our naı¨ve
one in equation (3.43). This phenomenon has appeared in the even setting in [KQ12, EQ15] and
should not be surprising. This is because, under the abelian and homotopy Morita equivalences
discussed in equation (4.30), the bimodule ONH♮ naturally arises from the bimodule Z♮a,b in Def-
inition 4.15 by applying this Morita equivalence functor, as we will see below. It happens that
the two different restriction functors Res and Res♮ coincide on the derived category D(ONH),
since D(ONH) collapses all but the first two components. However, because it behaves better on
homotopy categories, it is more natural to consider Res♮ than Res.
Corollary 4.21. The equivalence JA : ONH−dmod → OΛ−dmod intertwines I with Ind and R
with Res♮. The same is true of JH on homotopy categories and J on derived categories.
Proof. We prove the statement about the restriction functors. The other half of the result concern-
ing induction functors is similar and easier.
To do so, it suffices to show that the following diagram of functors commutes on the level of
abelian categories:
ONHa+b−dmod Res
♮
//
JA

(ONHa ⊗ONHb)−dmod
JA

OΛa+b−dmod R // (OΛa ⊗OΛb)−dmod
(JA)−1
OO
.
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Set n = a+ b. IfM is a dg module over ONHn, we have, by construction,
(JA)−1 ◦ R ◦ JA(M) ∼= (Za ⊠ Zb)⊗OΛa⊗OΛb
(
Z♮a,b ⊗OΛn (Z∨n ⊗ONHn M)
)
.
By tensor associativity and the fact that Z♮a,b
∼= OΛa⊗OΛb, the composition functor is isomorphic
to the tensor product with
(Za ⊠ Zb)⊗OΛa⊗OΛb
(
Z♮a,b ⊗OΛn Z∨n
) ∼= (OPola · za ⊠OPolb · zb)⊗OΛn (z∨n ·OPoln),
which is a dg bimodule over (ONHa ⊗ONHb,ONHn). Therefore, establishing the commutativity
of the diagram is equivalent to finding an isomorphism of the above dg bimodule with ONH♮n.
Both bimodules have the same graded rank over ONHn. Thus it suffices to compare the
differential actions on the lowest-degree (ONHa⊗ONHb,ONHn)-generators for both bimodules.
On the one hand, we have
d((za ⊠ zb)⊗ z∨n) =
a∑
i=1
{i− 1}xi(za ⊠ zb)⊗ z∨n +
b∑
j=1
{j − 1}xa+j(za ⊠ zb)⊗ z∨n
− (−1)(n2)
n∑
k=1
{n− k}(za ⊠ zb)⊗ z∨nxk.
On the other hand, a similar computation shows that the d-action on the lowest-degree element
1♮ · ∂w0 ∈ ONH♮n is exactly the same. Hence choosing an identification of the generators naturally
extends to an isomorphism of dg bimodules, and the result follows.
A Cohomology and filtrations
A.1 Cohomology of odd symmetric functions
The goal of this subsection is to compute the cohomology of OΛ and of OΛn. We will identify
cocycles of a dg algebra with their images in cohomology when no confusion is likely to result.
Throughout this section, let k be a field.
A.1.1 Hypercube complexes
Up to isomorphism and homological degree shift, there is only one indecomposable contractible
chain complex over k,
0 // k
1 // k // 0.
The total complex of its k-th tensor power is the hypercube complex,
Yk = spank{vε : ε ∈ {0, 1}k}
d(vε) =
∑
|η|=1+|ε|
±vη
We call v(0,...,0) the initial vector of Yk.
A useful combinatorial picture of Yk is the following: there are k urns and each urn can hold
one or zero balls. A binary sequence η represents a situation in which the j-th urn is filled if
η
j
= 1, empty if η
j
= 0. The differential is a signed sum over arrangements obtained by adding
a ball to one of the empty urns of η.
It is easy to see that Yk is always contractible if k ≥ 1. By convention, we assume that Y0 is a
single copy of k sitting in homological degree zero.
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A.1.2 Lima partitions
Identify a partition λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ 0)with its corresponding Young diagram. A box of λ is
called removable if removing this box from λ yields a Young diagram. If adding a box at a position
next to λ results in a Young diagram, that position (or that box) is called addable.
A Lima partition is a partition λ in which all parts λi are even and any particular value λi occurs
an even number of times. In other words, a Lima partition is a partition whose Young diagram
can be subdivided into 2×2 squares of boxes. The following Young diagrams correspond to Lima
partitions:
and the following do not:
.
It will be helpful to think of λ as shaded like a checkerboard, for example:
.
White boxes have odd content and black boxes have even content (content equals column number
less row number; see Subsection 3.3).
A.1.3 Cohomology
The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma A.1. Adding or removing a white (respectively, black) box to a partition λ results in no
new addable white (respectively, black) boxes. 
The formula of Proposition 3.11 states that d(sλ) is a {±1}-linear combination of certain terms
sµ. The µ which appear are those obtained from λ by adding one white box. Therefore each
partition can be thought of in terms of the balls and urns as above: an addable white box is an
empty urn and a removable white box is an urn containing a ball. Let OΛ be the limit of the dg
algebras OΛn with respect to maps OΛn+1 → OΛn which send xn+1 7→ 0 and fix the other xi’s.
Proposition A.2. 1. The cohomology ring H(OΛ) is a free abelian group with basis
BOΛ = {sλ : λ is a Lima partition}.
2. The cohomology ring H(OΛn) is a free abelian group with basis
BOΛ = {sλ : λ is a Lima partition and ℓ(λ) ≤ n}.
Proof. By the urns-and-balls interpretation above, OΛ is a direct sum of hypercube complexes.
The odd Schur functions appearing in one indecomposable summand are exactly those obtain-
able from any one of them by adding and removing black boxes. Therefore the cohomology
H(OΛ) is spanned by the classes of those sλ for which λ has no addable and no removable white
boxes. It is easy to see that this set contains the set of Lima partitions; we claim these two sets are
equal.
Suppose λ has no addable and no removable white boxes. If λ1 is odd, then a white box can be
added in the first row, so λ1 must be even. The second rowmust be nonempty or else there would
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be an addable white box just below the top-left box. Since the rightmost box of the first row is
white and λ has no removable white boxes, we must have λ1 = λ2. Thus the first two rows are
of equal, even length. The first claim now follows by induction, since λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λr) is
Lima if and only if 2λ = (λ3 ≥ λ4 ≥ . . . ≥ λr) is Lima.
The second claim follows from the first and an easy check of the boundary cases.
The first few hypercube subcomplexes of OΛ are (drawing a partition λ to stand for sλ):
∅
//
//
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
//
//
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
//
//
DD
✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞
Over a field of characteristic 2, the cohomologyH(Λ) is a polynomial algebra on the generators
1, e22, e
2
4, e
2
6, . . . [EQ16, Proposition 3.8]. The naı¨ve odd analogue of this statement is not true. For
instance
d(e22) = −2e4e1 + 2e5 6= 0,
so e22 is not even a cocycle. The correct odd analogue is the following.
Proposition A.3. The cohomology ring H(OΛ) is a polynomial algebra on either of the sets
{s(2,...,2) : k ∈ Z≥0}, {s(2k,2k) : k ∈ Z≥0}. In the former, there are 2k 2′s.
Proof. We will prove this for the second generating set; the other case is similar. For Lima parti-
tions, the odd Littlewood-Richardson coefficients of [Ell13, Theorem 4.8] are equal to the usual
(even) Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. In particular, Lima Schur functions pairwise com-
mute.
A routine application of the Littlewood-Richardson rule proves that all products of the form
s(2k1,2k1)s(2k2,2k2) · · · s(2kr ,2kr)
are nonzero: the key observation is that
s(2k1,2k1)s(2k2,2k2) · · · s(2kr ,2kr) = s(2k1,2k1,...,2kr ,2kr) +
∑
µ>(2k1,2k1,...,2kr ,2kr)
aµsµ (A.1)
for any k1 ≥ · · · ≥ kr ≥ 0 and certain non-negative integers aµ.
Thus the subalgebra generated by this generating set is a free abelian group of graded rank
equal to the the graded rank of a polynomial on generators of degree 0, 4, 8, 12, . . .. This is
also the graded rank of H(OΛ) itself. The result now follows, noting that the coefficient of
s(2k1,2k1,...,2kr ,2kr) in the left-hand side product is always 1.
A.2 The filtration on Zn
The isomorphism Zn ∼= Un ⊗k OΛn of Subsection 3.4 determines a filtration on the right dg OΛn-
module Zn with subquotients isomorphic to (shifts of) the right regular representation. In other
words, this isomorphism shows Zn to be finite-cell. The goal of this subsection is to understand
the chain complex Un and hence the filtration on Zn.
Recall Un has k-basis
B′n = {xaz : 0 ≤ i ≤ i− 1}
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and differential given by (3.37),
d(xaz) =
∑
i
{ai + i− 1}xixaz.
For small n, we can draw Un (an arrow means a nonzero term of d, always with coefficient ±1):
n = 2 : 1 // x2
n = 3 : x2 x2x3 // x2x23
1
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
x3 //
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
x23
<<②②②②②②②②②
Already for n = 2, 3 the features of the general pattern can be seen. Un is a direct sum of subcom-
plexes, each isomorphic to (a shift of) a hypercube complex.
In the monomial basis element xaz, an empty urn is a factor xaii with i ≡ ai mod 2 and an urn
with a ball in it is a factor xaii with i ≡ ai + 1 mod 2. Adding a ball to this urn increases ai by 1
and leaves the other aj unchanged.
For n = 5, the set of initial vectors in Un is
{xa3xb4xc5 : a ∈ {0, 1}, b ∈ {0, 2}, c ∈ {0, 1, 3}}.
For n = 6, take all products consisting of one element from the previous and one element from
{x06, x26, x46}. And so forth for all n.
A.3 The filtration on OΛa ⊗k OΛb
Next we will analyze the structure of the chain complex Va,b defined in Subsection 4.4 in order
to understand the filtration on OΛa ⊗k OΛb by shifts of the right regular OΛa+b dg module. As
proved there, Va,b has basis
B′′a,b = {sλz : λ ∈ Par(b, a)}
and differential given by
d(sλz) =
∑
µ=λ+ i
(−1)|λi |+i−1{a+ ct( i )}sµz.
For a ≡ 0 (mod 2), this is the same differential as on OΛ. So by the results of Subsection A.1,
it follows that Va,b is a direct sum of the same hypercube complexes occurring in the dg algebra
OHa,b. The cohomology of this chain complex is the k-span of the classes of Lima Schur functions.
For a ≡ 1 (mod 2), the roles of black and white boxes are reversed. It is not hard to prove
directly that the resulting cohomology group is 0: this is equivalent to the statement that no
partition has neither addable nor removable white boxes. For a, b large and a odd, the first few
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hypercube subcomplexes are (as above, λ stands for sλ):
∅ // // //
//
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
//
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
//
//
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
A.4 Slash cohomology of p-dg symmetric functions
For this final subsection we work with p-dg algebras over a field k of characteristic p > 0. For an
introduction to the theory of p-dg algebras see [KQ12, Section 2]. We will give a simple combi-
natorial proof of a result of Ben Elias and the second author [EQ16, Proposition 3.8]. En route, we
will give a basis for the slash cohomology of Λ in terms of Schur functions.
A.4.1 p-complexes and slash cohomology
Define the graded algebra H = k[d]/(dp), deg(d) = 2. It is a finite-dimensional graded Hopf
algebra when given the coproduct
∆(d) = d⊗ 1 + 1⊗ d. (A.2)
Gradedmodules overH are called p-complexes. In other words, a p-complex is a graded k-module
equipped with a degree-2 differential d which satisfies dp = 0.
Up to isomorphism and grading shift, the indecomposable H-modules are
{Vi = H/(di+1) : i = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}.
For p = 2, these are the chain complexes
V0 =
(
0 // k // 0
)
and V1 =
(
0 // k
1 // k // 0
)
.
In the classical setting of chain complexes, “taking cohomology” simply kills all summands iso-
morphic to (shifts of) V1. One analogue of this in the setting of p-complexes is slash cohomology;
for a p-complex V and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p− 2}, this is
H/k(V ) = Ker(d
k)/
(
Im(dp−k−1) + Ker(dk+1)
)
. (A.3)
When p = 2, the only slash cohomology group is just usual cohomology, H = H/0. Each group
H/k inherits a Z-grading from the Hopf algebra grading on H.
It follows from the results of [KQ12, Section 2] that
H/k(Vi) =
{
span
k
(vi−k) 0 ≤ k ≤ i and i < p− 1,
0 i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ p− 2 or i = p− 1. (A.4)
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The Ku¨nneth-type formula
H/(V ⊗k W ) ∼= H/(V )⊗k H/(W ),
does not necessarily hold on the nose: the tensor product among Vi’s may produce acyclic sum-
mands. For instance Vp−2⊗Vp−2 is only isomorphic to V0{2p−4} after removing a (p−2) graded
copies of Vp−1. Instead, one has the following weaker version of the Ku¨nneth property. If V is a
p-complex that satisfies H/0(V ) ∼= H/(V ) andW is an arbitrary p-complex, then
H/(V ⊗W ) ∼= H/0(V )⊗k H/(W ).
So just as the cohomology of a chain complex detects summands V0, the k-th slash cohomol-
ogy of a p-complex detects summands Vi with k ≤ i ≤ p− 2. Acyclic summands Vp−1 contribute
nothing to H/k.
Tensor powers of Vi admit a combinatorial description which generalizes the “balls and urns”
description of the hypercube complexes Yk of Subsection A.1. The p-complex V
⊗ℓ
i has a basis
{vε : ε ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i}ℓ},
where vε = d
ε
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dεℓ . The differential acts on this basis as
d(vε) =
∑
|η|=1+|ε|
vη.
We can think of each tensor-factor of Vi as an urn which can hold up to i balls; the differential is a
sum over ways to add a ball to an urn. The coefficient of vη in d
j(vε) is the number of sequences
of ball-additions to ε which yield η. For p = 3, ℓ = 2, and i = 2, the picture is:
v20 // v21 // v22
V ⊗22 = v10 //
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
v11 //
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
v12
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
v00 //
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
v01 //
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
v02
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
A.4.2 p-Lima Schur functions
Define a p-differential d on f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] by
d(xi) = x
2
i , d(fg) = d(f)g + fd(g).
So k[x1, . . . , xn] is a p-dg algebra (that is, an H-module-algebra). The subring Λn of symmetric
polynomials is closed under d. The map d is compatible with the inverse system
Λn+1 → Λn
xi 7→ xi if 1 ≤ i ≤ n
xn+1 7→ 0,
so there is an induced p-dg algebra structure on the limit Λ. This differential acts on elementary,
complete, and Schur functions as in [EQ16]:
d(ek) = e1ek − ek+1, (A.5)
d(hk) = hk+1 − h1hk, (A.6)
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d(sλ) =
∑
µ=λ+B
ct(B)sµ. (A.7)
The summation is over all partitions µ obtained by adding one boxB to λ and ct(B) is the content
of the new box (column number less row number).
We saw in A.1.3 that the action of the differential on OΛ (in characteristic zero) can be inter-
preted in terms of urns and balls. Considering content modulo 2, an addable box of content 1¯ is
an urn with 0 balls and a removable box of content 0¯ is an urn with 1 ball. The situation of Λ in
characteristic p > 0 is similar.
Let ct(B) ∈ Z/pZ be the mod p reduction of the content of a box B. An addable box B with
ct(B) = i¯ corresponds to an urn with i − 1 balls in it (taking the representative i = p in place of
i = 0 for i = 0). Any urn can hold up to p− 1 balls. It is straightforward to verify, then, that Λ is
a direct sum of p-complexes isomorphic to (shifts of) V ⊗ℓp−1 for various ℓ ≥ 0.
Since Vp−1 is acyclic, the only summands which are homologically nontrivial are those for
which ℓ = 0. These correspond to partitions all of whose addable and removable boxes have
content p¯. These are exactly those partitions built out of p × p squares of boxes; we call these
p-Lima partitions. We have proven the first part of the following.
Theorem A.4. 1. Let BΛ,p = {sλ : λ is p-Lima}. Then H/k(Λ) = 0 for k > 0 and H/0(Λ) =
span
k
(BΛ,p).
2. The inclusion k[epp, e
p
2p, e
p
3p, . . .] →֒ Λ is a quasi-isomorphism of p-dg algebras.
Proof. The first part was proven above. The second follows from an argument similar to that in
the proof of Proposition A.3.
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